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CHAPTER I 
The purpose of this study is to design an~ construct a con-
venient method to determine the cost of furnishing street lighting 
service for lighting the streets and highways of the typical American 
city, more particularly those of New England. 
Such cost determination is a special part of the general prob-
lem of cost finding which is intimately bound up in making rates for an 
electric public utility company. This can be an involved and costly 
process. In a recent order ( 1951) issued by the .Massachusetts Depart-
merit of public Utili ties, the Cor.uuission' wrote "On feb. 26, 1918 ------
(the) Board established certain basic rates for street lighting service. 
The proceedings before the Board were apparently very extensive. It was 
stated in the decision that the r e cord contained over 10,000 pages and 
over 360 tables and exhibits ------" . \Vhile the rate case indicated took 
place some forty years ago, nevertheless the method of accounting and 
cost accumulation is not much different today. The same basic accounting 
problems remain while technical progress in the art of street lighting 
has br.ought a flood of new practices which have enormously complicated 
the whole problem. Moreover, general! y chan;;in;; prices of equipment 
and labor and in particular recently rising price and wage levels have 
produced a situation where results obtained from a particular study can 
be considered valid for very few years only. 
Changes in cultural habits, such as longer use of the night-
time hours with heavier ni;ht automobile traffic associated with mo-
bility of motorized juvenile delinquency and adult . · crime; all have 
inc..r.eased the demand for effective street lighting with consequent 
increase in the number and size of lighting units required. This deman~ 
has produced a rapid growth and expansion in that part of utility plant 
devoted to street lighting. It has also considerably increased· the en-
ergy consumption and the revenue from this class of service. (See Fig. 1 
and Fig. 2). While the total value of all street lighting equipment is 
only around two to three per cent of total utility plant, yet its sig-
nificance car be seen when it is noted that the overall annual per cap-
ita expenditure by our cities and towns in New England for street light-
ing average~ around $1.60 in 1955. (See Chart i). New and more effi-
cient light sources have tended to acce}..erate the growth of this figure 
as shown in Fig. 1. 
From an economic standpoint, street lighting service may be 
regarded to a large extent as a joint product in the total output of 
a utility. It is not immediately apparent from the company's accounts 
and other data which elements of plant or what detailed expenses .are 
attributable to any particular customer or class of customers. There-
fore, all costs for service provided by way of lines and equipment which 
are shared must be regarded as joint costs. Since the municipality it-
self is usually the sole customer, there 1s a strong temptation to let 
things stand insofar as street lighting rates are concerned, thereby 
"--' 
avoiding political repercussions in the conmunity.* Since the citizens 
of the community are the ultimate source of revenue, what difference 
does it make if the deficit from street lighting rates is made up by 
revenue from the other sources? The Massachusetts Department of Publ1c 
Utilities in an order Re: Boston Edison Company, DPU #8944 in 1950 
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CHART I ., 
1955 Per Capita Street Lighting Costs 
Population* Per C_:tpita Cost** 
Amesbury 11,189 $ l. '/5 
Attleboro 24,870 L '73 
Beverly 31,432 2.87 
Gloucester 25,966 2.13 
Haverhill 61,837 1 • .36 
Newburyport 14,549 1.45 
Lawrence 76,094 1.68 
Methuen 26,437 1.59 
Andover 14,535 1.78 
Lowell 93,876 1.61 
Salem 40,117 2.20 
Northampton 26,271 2.10 
Adans 12,789 1.58 
North Adams 21,h93 2.22 
Billerica 14,403 .88 
Everett 45,077 1.53 
Halden 59,497 1.48 
Medford 65,393 1.15 
Melrose 29,239 1.33 
Revere 39,565 1.18 
Winthrop 18,704 1.25 
Randolph 13,539 1.98 
. Weymouth 42,7.47 1.39 
Quincy . 84,495 1.89 
Athol 12,186 l. 76 
Auburn 12,442 1.16 
Clinton 12.754 1.86 
Gardner 20,108 1.59 
Leominster 24,787 l. 77 
Marlboro 16,892 1.84 
.Hiliord 15,622 1.62 
Southbridge 17,271 1.35 
Webster ' 13,934 1.89 
Worcester 202,612 1.70 
Total 1,242,722 Average 1.66 
* Commonwealth of Massachusetts -Decennial Census, 1955. 
** From ~.E.E.s. Records. 
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.spurns this idea. The Commission said: "That the customers ----- are 
municipalities and that the load thus eventually falls on the taxpayers 
instead of on the general domestic and other customers of the company, 
who may or may not be the same persons, is not a consideration in estab-
li~hing rates for such service."* 
This is essentially the satre position taken by the Commission 
earlier in Petition of Mayor of Springfield, DPU #6368 in 1941, and 
again in Re: Cambridge Electric Light Company, DPU #9781. In the latter 
case the C01mni:Ssion said., "As we have previously pointed out, a munic-
ipal governmcnt . is to be considered str:i.ctly as a customer of the elec-
tric utility~ The fact that the taxpayers upon whom the burden of 
municipal costs fall are in large measure also ind~vidual customers of 
the utility, does not permit the utility to furnish service to the 
municipality except at fair and reasonable rates which will give the 
utility a fair return on the property devoted to · such use."** 
From the above considerations, it is clear that 1) determin-
ation of detail per unit costs to furnish street lighting to a munic-
ipality is a costly process, 2) that it is, nevertheless, necessary to 
determine such costs and 3) that such studies ought to be made at in-
creasing ly frequent intervals to keep rates and costs in line. 
The first and third of these considerations are in conflict. 
To make a rigorous study is very expensive; to make such studies fre-
quently multiplies the expense; while to neglect to do so violates the 
principle of regulation as set forth by the Commission. 
* 13, p. 4 
'**- . 14, p. 16 
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It is the purpose of this study to develop an abbreviated 
method which without serious sacrifice in accuracy can, with the help 
of judgment, provide reasonable cost figures so that costs can be as-
sembled quickly, easily, and frequently, allowing trends to be observed. 
1.1 
STREET LIGHTING COST STUDY 
Operating Company - Schematic Diagram 
Division of · Plant and the Costs · Involved in Serving Street Light lamps 
GeneratiDg Station Distribation Sub. 
Trans. Line 
Purchased Power 
MAJOR COMPONENTS OF COST OF STREET- LIGHTING 
UTILIZA liON INVESTMENT COST 
Tlle fi xee! charges at 15% annually on the installed book 
11alue of the uti 1 ization equi!llllent, cons isting of lua ina ire, 
l•p, control, bracket, hoocl, wiring, etc. 
1000-2500 Luaen Incand.~ ~ 
3300tu•en M.V. Sio".lar 
2 UliLIZATION OPERATING COST 
3 
Tlle annual cost of relamping, replacing broken glass...,re, 
and cleaning utilization equi11111Ent. 
ELECTRICITY COST 
The sua ot; 
A. DEMAND COST 
The cost to bring electricity up to the utilizat ion 
equl11111ent Ia taken as a fixed percentage {I !>~ annually) 
of an allocated port ion of t he boolc val•e of all of the 
plant used In supplying power to the lalnaire, plus t 
percentage for lo .. ea. 
6000-10000 Lumen Incand. 
FIGURE 3 
Series 
f.lultipJe 
Photo Switch -
"'""''''/ 
B. ENERGY COST NOTE Typical Utilization Equipment 
The coat of energy consU~Jed by the 1- fi g~~red 
at the net coat per Kwll ot all generated llld/or 
pun:llaaed power . (See Operat ing COIIPany Fhtancial 
State~~en t P• 7) • 
Costs as above for various sizes of 
la.ps are sho1111 on Chart-Multiple 
and Chart-Seri ea for each type of 
aperation. 
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Gli\YI'EI~ II 
One of the fundamental problems of public utility operation is 
that of fixing rates or charges for the services rendered to the public. 
Such rates and charges are always subject to scrutiny ancl approval of 
the several regulatory bodies and once they are establishedmay not be 
ch~.nged without revie\'1 and approval. In establishment of and with 
respect to changes in rates, the connissions have generally taken cost 
of seq·ice and financial condition to be the criteria by v1hich to judge 
the reasonableness of a company's rates. In e. recent case (! .. lass. D.P.U. 
#8944 vs. Boston Edison Company 1951) the Coi1Unission said, "As between 
the (customer) and the (company), we believe our statutory cluty requires 
us to permit the utility to increase its rates wherever, as here• we are 
convinced that its costs and financial condition demand such changes." * 
The Commission has mo're often ordered reduction of rates under the same 
construction of its duty. 
ny and large, most of the inhabited parts of the country are at 
·--
present receiving electric utility service. Practically no new compan-
ies are being established. Hence it is with established utilities, whose 
plant and equipment is already in service, tha t most rate investigations 
are concerned. P !ant and eg~tipment are of wide! y varying age and condi-
tion. Oper~ting practices vary with local conditions and varying 
customer requirements are encountered in different geographical areas. 
But regardless of the nature of the cm~any, cost analysis is the basic 
underlying requirement in utility rate making. In the words of Professor 
* 13' p. -7 
Clemens, "Cost analysis is of great significance in utility rate making. 
Under decreasing cost conditions a utility is under peculiar compulsion 
to seek more business in 'order to lower its unit costs.---- it may get 
this business by discriminatory pricing.---- Regulatory -commissions are 
interested in specific costs of service, for they are bound by statute 
to see that utili ties serve all customers without unjust discrimination, 
discrimination is permitted, but a frequent .test of its justness is some 
measure of cost.'' * 
Discriminatory pricing will be discussed in a later chapter 
. while the nature of the electric utility and its aggregate costs of oper-
ation will be considered here. 
The electric utility is by nature a monopoly. This is a direct 
result of the decreasing cost . effect inherent in the industry. Decreas-
ing cost comes from two sources. These might be called the size or 
scale effect and the use effect. 
The size effect is explained by the fact that in general, as 
size of units of equipment increase, their efficiency increases. Large 
generators will furnish more power per pound of fuel; large transformers 
v.Jill have _lower percentage of losses; pole lines can often carry larger 
wires without added cost; and wires which must be for mechanical reasons 
larger than electrically necessary can be further loaded without any 
additional cost. Many other similar examples serve to i llustrate this 
effect. 
The use effect is illustrated by the familiar ~ractice in 
* 1, p. 281 
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15 
theatres of offering cheap prices in the morning hours. Similarly, as 
customers tend to extend use of electricity for longer periods of the 
day and during the night, a decreasing cost is incurred. This is a fixed 
cost-variable cost phenomenon, although as will be seen, not always can 
a clear distinction between fixed and variable costs be drawn for uti!-
ity companies. Reference to the chart and diagram in ' Fig. 4 shows how 
this effect works. A load with a demand of five kilowatts is assumed. 
' ' 
With all kilowatt hours taken priced at $.05, the average .cost is shown 
for various consumption levels. Obviously, as greater use is made of the 
demand the average cost falls. In this c'ase it approaches as a limit the 
constant marginal cost of $.os. 
l 
TABL~ TO ILLUSTRATE DECREASING COST EFFECT 
Assume S Kilowatt Demand @ $'2 .• 00 per Kilowatt per Month 
$.05 per Kilo\-iatt Hour for All Energy Taken 
Kilo- Fixed Kilowatt Variable Total Cost per Marginal 
watts Cost Hours Cost Cost K.~~.H. Cost 
s $10. 100 $ s. $15. $.15 $.05 
s 10. 200 10. 20. . .10 .os 
s 10. 300 15. 25. .083 .05 
s 10. 400 20. 30. .075 .os 
s 10. 500 25. 35. .07 .05 
5 10. 600 30. 40. .067 .05 
5 10. 700 35. ,_ 45. .064 .os 
s 10. 800 40. so. .063 .05 
s 10. 900 45. ss. .061 .os 
5 10. 1000 so. 60. .06 .os 
.1.5 
.10 
$ 
per 
Kwh 
.0.5 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Kilowatt-hours 
FIGURE 4 
It shoul d be clear. th2t wi 'th these .cffects operating, no . small 
company could compete in the same area with a lar t:;e one (even if dupli-
cation of facili ties were permitt·ed) and that monopoly is inevitable. 
It is for this reason that regu ~ation by commissions has become neces-
s a.ry t o protect the . consumer ptlblic. 
Under regulation, \11ith this ·decreasing cost effect, electri c 
utili ties have historically been able to reduce rates steadily up to the 
.·last decade . In 1951, in Mass. D.P. u. -#9781 ·- In Re Cambridge Electric 
Light Company, the Commission said, · "Respondent's instant proposal (for 
an increase in rates) reverses a trend that has been effective for many 
year s. Between 1928 and 1946, respondent made successive rate changes 
involving reductions in gross revenue aggregating $1,248,830 annually. 
16 
Thi s f ignre is the more h 1pressi ve when it is considered that t hese 
reductions were made priot· to the existing heavy cor por ate i ncome 
taxes ." * 'I'his gives some i dea of t he magni tude of the aecr easing cos t 
effect in the electric ut i lity industry. nut dur i ng the l ast decade 
sharp l y r-i.sing prices of labor and materials have tended to rever se t he 
trend. 
In the above case the Commission made a particul arly per ti-
nent exm~ination of the company's affairs and arrived at a fi gure for a 
rate base. In the order, the company's balance sheet is set forth in 
fu ll. Af ter showing that tax accruals received in advance from custom-
er s pr ovide adequate working capital, the Commission allowed the value 
of the company's Plant and Equipment less Depreciation plus tJaterial:!! 
~Supplies as a legitimate base upon which to calculat e rates. Said 
the Commission, " \qe find that the respondent had prudentl y inves ted in 
elec tri c utility operating plant as of (date) the amount of (amount), 
wh ich we will adopt as the rate base for the purposes of t h e case.,u ** 
The concept of 11 pr11dent i nves tment" is material to all regulati on of 
ut ili t ies . *** For before the company's real investment can be accepted 
as a rate base it is essential that such investment be det er mined to be 
useful, essential and necessary in the service of the customer. Other-
wise , investment cannot be allowed to become part of a rat e base. By 
~ bas e is mean t the value of the real investment prudently employed 
to serve the customers . 
* 14, p. 2 
** .14, p . 4 
*-A•-1.· 3p p . 247 
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From the foregoing, it is clear that any approach to cost 
analysis in an electric publi c utility must start with a review of the 
real investment of the company. Si nce such real investment has been 
from time to time installed under the watchful eye of the regulatory 
commissions and only that part allowed as a rate base which i s deemed 
to be made in accordance with the prudent investment theory, it may be 
reasonable to follow the commission practice in making a cost analysis. 
That practice has been to begin with a review of the company's invest-
ment in aggregate. * 
Having determined that par·t of the real investment which is 
px·operly acceptable as a rate . base ,it is then customary to decide what 
sha.il be a fair return on the capital so invested. ** But this involves 
valuation of the plant and despite all of the efforts of economic 
theor i sts, the concept of value remains most difficult to define. In 
fact. the precise meaning of reasonable return on fair value of capital 
investment has never been precisely defined. The relation betwcen . the 
two concepts is even More elusive. The definition and determination of 
these quantities has been the subject of legislative, judicial and 
administrative controversy over nearly all of the past century. 
The right to regulate, including implicitly the right to fix 
values and return, dates from an important landmark case in 1877,Munn v. 
Illinois. The Supreme Court said, "Under these (police) powers the · 
government regulates the conduct of its citizens, one towards another, 
and the manner in which each shall use his own property• \\ben such 
* 1, p. 127 
** 1, pp. 217, 229 - 246 
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regulation becomes necessary for t he public good." · Tbe Court r ecognized 
the practical problems of regulation when it added, "\~e know that this is 
a power v.nich may be abused; but that is no argument against its exist-
ence. For protection against abuses by legislatures the people rllust 
resort to the polls, not to the courts." Relenting from this hands-off 
position the Court held in 1886 in Stone v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 
that, "it is not to be inferred that this power of limitation or regula-
tion is itself without limit. This pO\"fer to regulate is not the power to 
destroy, and limitation is not the equivalent of confiscation." Later 
the Court took to itself the right under-the Constitution of judicial 
review; saying in Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry. v. Minnesota (1890) , 
"The question of the reasonableness of a rate---- is eminently a 
question for judicial investigation." * 
Thus,the Court having taken both substantive and procedural . 
jurisdiction in regulation cases, was in a position to define the ·terms 
of regulation. In Smyth vs. Ames (1898) it issued the dictum, "We hold, 
however, that the basis of all calculations as to reasonableness of 
rates to be charged (by a public utility) must be the fair value of the 
property being used for the convenience of the public.'' ** While the 
Court set forth some considerations for inquiring into fair value, yet no 
e.xplicit definition of the term was handed do\m. Yet ·from this decision 
proceeded the rule that a utility was entit.led to a fair return on a 
// 
fair value of its property . But for nearly half a century no one could 
provide a good definition of what constituted a fair return on a fair 
* 1' p. 50 
** 1 , p. 51 
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value. f inally in 1944 in Pederal Power Commission vs. Hope Natural .Gas 
Co. , the Court gave up trying to define the terms and made .a more real-
istic decision. Said the Court, "Under the statutory standard of 'just 
and reasonable' it is the result reached not the method employed which 
is controlling. It is not theory but the impact of the rate order \mich 
counts ---- • The fact that the method employed to reach that result 
may contain infirmities is not then important ---- (the order) is the 
product of expert judgment which carries a presumption of validity." * 
This in effect places squarely upon the commissions the duty to determine 
fair value of investment and fair rate o5 return. In this present 
approach to cost analysis the general practice usually adopted by the 
commissions will be followed. ·It . is therefore necessary to see how the 
commissions determine fair value and fair return. 
As to the first, for determination of fair value, two possible 
solutions have emerged. First, a valuation based upon original cost and 
second ~ a valuation based upon current replacement cost. ** While there 
are many variations on these t\'Jo themes, they are the two principal 
theories proposed. All present day commissions, with certain ~tatutory 
1imi:f;ations, and the Federal Power Commission also, now prescribe that 
value be taken at original cost. · In the Cambridge Case the Mass. D.P.U. 
said, "We are a_gain asked to apply this percentage of return to a rate 
base computed on 'present day dollars' or 'trended to present day costs'. 
We have very recently refused to alter our thinking along this line. 
See Re l~este.rn Massachusetts Electric Co., D.P.U. 9658. , When our 
* 1' p. 54 
** 3, pp. 245 - 247 
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concl us ion as to t he pr oper rate of return is dr awn from evidence of 
present-day market conditioris, we believe we are justified in appl ying 
t,his result to the actual. i nvestment of responden t as it appears on its 
books. We are aware, of course, that any utility would be delight ed to 
use a figure other than original cost under present day condi tions. 
This has be.en true for a number of years, and a number of regulatory 
bodies and courts have been asked to change this concept. There has 
been a running fight in this connection with confused and inconclusive 
results froM the time of Smyth vs. Ames, 169 u.s. 466, to the Hope 
Natural Gas case, 320 u.s. 591. Certainl'y, Massachusetts, where the 
concept of original cost was involved at so early a date, shoul d not be 
among the first t o abandon it without more cogent evidence than here 
appear s ." * There is, as this citation evidences, a strong adherence 
to the principle of original cost on the part of the commissions. The 
reference to the fact that "any utility would be delighted to use a 
f igure other than origi nal cost under present day conditions" has its 
roots i n the inflationary t rends in the last t\'.0 decades. 
The effect of inf l ation on utility earnings differ s widely 
whe ther its investment is valued on original or current cos t . This is 
set for th by Thomas E. Wenzlau in a recent article in Public Utiliti es 
Fortnightly. He says "Difficulties arise (in valuation) because the 
responsibilities of public utility commissioners are divided anrl compet-
ing. The commissions must seek to provide adequate and efficient 
service at rates which are just and reasonable to customers.but , which 
* 149 p. 4 
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are sufficient to . allow for equal ly jus t and reasonable retur ns to invest-
ors. Over the long run, adequate and ef ficient service can be provided 
only if returns to past investors have been suff icient to make future 
investment in utility corporations attractive in the security markets. 
The short-term responsibility of the commissions to customers to keep 
rates low often appears to be in conflict with their responsibility to 
investors. It is this apparent incompatibility that sets the stage for 
the conflict between original cost and fair value." * By fair value he 
here means current cost or some modification of current cost. # He 
further points out that the valuation of ~ firm not only affects ·the 
rate base but also affects depreciation which through its reaction on 
taxes also in turn affects income. Depreciation i~, of course, the 
means whereby f unds should be made available to replace worn out and 
retired assets. With original cost under inflationary conditions 
insufficient funds will be charged to make rep!a.cement at higher costs 
when the plant unl ts need · .r eplacement . 
Wenzlau points out that, in times of inflation, original cost 
discriminates against the investor and current cost discriminates 
against the rate payer. In times of deflation the reverse is true . 
He demonstrates by an analytic comparison of two hypothetical firms that 
neither method is .equitable but .shows from a practica l administrative 
standp'oint that in an economy wherein it is an investor's function to 
take risks, the conclusion is, "that the original cost basis with all 
* 7, p. 988 
II A typical illustration of the semantic difficulties in discussion 
of utility concepts. 
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of its reco;;nizec! imperfections r:111st be t'laintained." Original cost then 
with all its iFJperfections will be the nethod used in this study. 
The second concept of fair return is well defined and illus-
trated in the same Cambrid6e Electric Li ght Company case. One of the 
salient points made \'lit h respect to this concept is that the amount of 
the return allowed must not anticipate price changes. The Commission 
says in quoting thf' chairman of the l~ecleral Power Commission, "'\'/hen 
experience of the recent past, adjusted for known events, is departed 
from and estimates of the future are substituted in its place, we leave 
the solid ground of fact and enter a re£lm of speculation.' ----Rates 
are made as we see it, for the future on the basis of what we lmov1 
today. ---- Por our present purpose we shall have to assume a static 
price level." * 
Another main point in connection with the fair return concept 
is that the company's debt ratio must be considered. ** 
Assuming market price of all classes of securities to be con-
stant, then in theory the debt ratio of a company \...Ould make no differ-
ence in the total cost of capital. This assumption depends upon the 
tendency of all investors in the market toward equating their returns 
to the risk incurred. ':lhether a company were financed with practically 
100% bonds or 100% equity should not in any way affect the rislc since 
all the risk of the enterprise is present in either case. Theoreti~ 
cal1y, as the debt ratio increases from 0 to 100%, the risk should 
shift proportionately from the one class of securities to the other in 
* 14, p. 11 
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accordnnce with how the provisions of the investment contract specify 
.the incidence of the risk upon the debt securities. But investors 
do not a lways make an accurate appraisal of -the risks, nor are . they 
always free from tradition~! or institutional patterns of behavior in 
buying and holding securities. Because investors fail to accurately 
equate the risk '~i th the return on the various classes of securities, 
it follows thnt for any given situation there may be a debt ratio that 
will minimize the cost of capital to the issuer of securities. A 50 per 
cent to 60 per cent debt ratio has been traditional .in the electric 
utility business. 
The Commission says in this case "Hatios of 55 or 60 per cent 
are not uncommon among electric companies, and the presence of such a 
h igh ratio does not seem to have much bearing on the investors' rating · 
of their debt securities. We conclude that a debt ratio of 50 per cent . 
represents a fair allocation of the respondent's capital, when w(./i~­
sulat e i t as much as possible from its position in the holding company 
system." 
Having determined a reasonable debt ratio, t _he Commfssion then 
\ 
said, "Assuming this debt ratio, then, it is necessary for us to find 
what earnings respondent must be permitted to show in order to attract 
new caoital and insure the financial stability of the enterprise". * 
This problem the Commission approached by first figuring the composite 
interest rate on debt for a 50 per cent debt ratio. This it determined 
to be 3.15 per cent. Next by conventional financial a~alysis it ob-
* 14 , pp. 12 - 13 
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served that the proper "earnings-price ratio" for the common stock ex-
pressed in per cent should be 8.5 per cent W'lich includes amounts re-
tained to surplus after .dividends. From this figure together with the 
3.15 per cent for interest on debt, the Commission concluded that the 
company should be entitled to realize a return of not less than 5.825 
' 
per cent on a proper debt structure and that this is in fact the true 
cost of capital. * This percentage of the allowed rate base, then, is 
I 
the allowable net income of the company. 
This procedure is that v.hich is followed by practically all 
regulatory commissions today. To the net income is added income taxes, 
depreciation, operating expenses, etc. (all of v.tlich have been reviewed 
by the commission to determine their reasonableness) to get the aggre-
gate gross revenue which must be aflocated via the several rate 
schedules to the several classes of customers and billed as such. This 
is the basic administrative procedure adopted by the commissions to see 
that the investors get a "reasonable return on a fair value". 
Of course, deto.iled formulae for figuring return on original 
costs vary in the several states. Different treatment of premiums on 
operating c~mpany shares owned by holding companies and other minor 
variations in procedure affect the end result more or less, but the end 
result has generally been reasonable as evidenced by the relatively 
few leading court cases since the 1940's. 
* 14. p. 14 
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CHAPTim II I 
In the precedi ng chapter was outli ned the process by which 
regulating commissions as s emble the basic fi~~res coverin~ cost of capi-
tal plus operating and ot her expenses vmich must be covered by t he 
revenue that an electric public utility may be permitted to charge its 
customers. In the process of reviewinc rate cases the coll".nission has 
continuing need for reference to accounting and statistical data, some 
of which is frequently quoted in the orders that i:l.re subsequently handed 
down. In order that the several account~ng and statistical data :inay be 
consistent and subject to rational interpretation, the commissions, vnth-
out exception, have devised and prescribed uniform systems of accounting 
by which all utilities must keep their accounting records. The struct ure 
of these accounting systems was generally varied among the several s t ates 
prio r to the advent of the Federal Power Commission, but the basic_ 
f undamental accounting inf onn.a.tion accumulated has always been much the 
s ame . Since the 1930's when the Federal Pov1er Corn:miss ion instituted i t s 
ovom system of accounts for electric utili ties, most states have modi fied 
the form of their systems more or less so that there is novr a close 
conformity among all. 
Each company is required to file an annual report of i t s 
accounts as accumulated accordinc; to the uniform system. Broadly, the 
report contains general corporate information such as company nrumo, 
l ocati on of service areas, directors, officers, etc. A comparative 
balance sheet with the several itc!lms soere c;ated according to prescribed 
f onn usually occupi es the first few pages o This is follovred by an item 
\ 
by item breakdovrn of t he balance 'sheet i t erns expanded i n cons i dero.bl e 
detail. Hcxt th~ income sto.t:~J.lcnt is prc8cntcd, f ol lowed by a 11rofit 
and loss statemtnt. 'l'heso arc:l then broken down, item by item, in t 'h".l 
same r1anner as the balanoe shoot o )·'inall y , tlw report is completed by 
a list of various pertinent electric statistics. 'rh es e inc ludo a phys-
ical description of the production, transmission, and distribution facil-
ities subdivided in more or loss deto.il as experience has shown to be 
of the report. 
211eso reports anrl the nnderlyinc accounting and physical data 
which support ther.l aro the only publicly 'available source of cost data 
availo.ble for a study of the detailed costs of a particular electric 
utility company.* 
But the uniform accounts do not as such furnish enough inform-
ation upon which to dcsir.;n rat es to charge the various customers. 
Cl emens points this out clcJarly. He observes, "The unifonn systcNs of' 
accounts prescribed by the various regulatOIJ' comrn.issions classify 
expenses on a fnnctiono.l basis and in a r.u:tnner that corres ponds to the 
usual organizational structure of the utility. Thus the costs of an 
electric utility may be clnss ifi (J d· as production, tra.nsnios ion, distri-
bution, etc. This classification is basic and fundamental but it does 
not throw too much direct evidence upon the problems of rate-making 
economics. Hovrhero can we find a precise distinction betwr: cn fixed and 
variable costs, and there is certainly no such category as 'marbinal' or 
'joint'. YJo cannot find our costs segregated by customers or customer 
classos. Wo do not know how much of the cost of a given powe~ line or 
• 2, Chapt 3. 
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the mai ntenance expense in a ~ivon power plant should be attributed to a 
household consumer or to an industrial customer. In fact it vnll appear 
that virtually all of our costs are joint costs and cannot be traced to 
any class of serVice or group of customers. 
"Even a trained observer would have difficulty differentiat ing 
be~veen fixed and variable costs. Interest is commonly considered a 
fixed cost, but if a utility borrovm f'or a short time for working capital 
purposes, the interest expense is more nearly a variable cost. Depre-
ciation is usually considered a fixed charge, but if depreciation is 
proportional to use rather than to the passage of time, it becomes a 
variable cost. Property taxes are fixed; income taxes are variable."• 
The foregoing would certainly tend to discourage the anal yst. 
But t here are certain concepts of cost which can be used to draw f'ram the 
aooounts adequate information which when properly allocated ap.d combined 
can give a workable solution to the problem of' cost analysis. The"se 
concepts are quantitatively measurable in terms of service rendered to 
the customer and can be re lated to the rates charged in such a manner as 
to ration the costs to t he customer with reasonable justice. 
These concepts of cost of service may be labeled: 
1. Demand or Availability Costs. 
2. Energy or Consumption Costs. 
3. Consumer Costs. 
4. Other unassigned costs. 
Demand or availability cost is proportional to. the maximum rate 
of' taking of p~1er by the customers. It i s often stated that vnth the 
\ 
utility company electric energy cannot be s tored and that consequently it 
"' 1, P• 285. 
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must be generated and delivered sim~ltaneously. It might be better to 
say that the electricity to be converted t~ any other desired for.m of 
energy in the customer's utilization equipment is (1) made available, 
~ and (2) furnished to the customer's premises. Since the customer. nann-
ally gives no notice whatever o'f his inten"bion to take eleotrici ty but 
merely snaps on a switch, the company must stand ready at all times to 
provide -him with sorvioe. This means that the company must make and 
keep available on instant demand a certain part of its plant facilities 
in anticipation of the customer's demand. To do so incurs a cost which 
can be measured in tenns of plant investment and which is in the nature 
of a fixed cost. Availability or demand can be measured at each.cust-
omer's service in kilowatts. This is ~a physical unit of power equivalent 
to 1.341 mechanical horsepmver. The company's real investment in 
production, transmission, and distribution plant gives rise to invest-
ment charges or costs which are directly proportional to the aggregate 
power or kilowatt ciOl'Ja.nd. This cost is .. in the nature of a fixed cost 
because it is independent of use of tho equipment. In fact, under 
certain conditions availabi li'l:;y is sold for backup or reserve to private 
plants (to cover breakdown) where no use whatever of the facilities is 
expected except in ern:lrgencies. Conversely, when electricity is to be 
us~d at times only when the company has spare capacity available, enerr:.y 
may be sold "off-penl::" with little! or no availabilit-.r chaq;o. 
Bnergy or consumption cost is proportional to the quantity of 
electrical ener,~y actually delivered to the cus·totrier. Enerc:y may of 
course be tahm continuously or int<'lrinU;·I:;~ntly, but its cost is independent 
of the time or manner of tnldng. It is proportional only to the actual 
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use. Energy is measured in kilovratt hours. This is the electrical unit 
of work or energy and is equivalent to 2,655,217 foot pounds of mechani-
cal work or 3,413 B.T.U. of heat energy. Production artd deli~ery of 
energy consumes fuel and other. rnateriula, involves labor coats an4, in 
general, partakes of the nature of a variable cost. 
Consumer' costs are those costs which are not related directly 
either to dem~d or to energy but which are more nearly related to. the 
number of customers. Such costs are those incurred in reading ~etors, 
billing, answering customer complaints, ~iscellaneous oustomer servi_ces 
and investigations. (Jhile this class of cost is distinguishable from 
the other classes, the magnitude of these costs as compared to the others 
is relatively small. · 
Certain other costs cannot be assigned as proportional to any 
particular element in the business. 'Such costs a~ relatively minor in 
amount and are usually prorated arbitrarily over the various customer 
classes in making allocations. Costs in .this category include -· corporate, 
legal, financial, management, and similar overhead costs. 
These classifications of cost have been noted by various writers 
under different systems of nomenclature. H. s. Houthakker in a recent 
article in the "Economic Journal'' uses the terms Capacity Cost, F.nere;y 
Cost, Consumer Cost, and Residual Cost.• He points ~ut that construction 
of practical rate schedules which attempt to match the revenue from the 
consumer to the four elements of cost in such manner as td· make a just 
and equitable charge for the service rendered is a complicated process. 
Varying proportions of the four costs in various combinations vrill produce 
"' 10, P• 1. 
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a fantastic number of possible charges. Moreover, it is most difficult 
to isolate definitely and to allocate the various expense items 9:s being 
chargeable to a particular class of customer. Nevertheless, certain 
generalized traditional patterns for rates have gradually . evolved, which 
being found workable throurft experience, have became more or less stan-
dard in the indus try·. 
The .earliest type of rate was probably the flat rate. Under a 
flat rate the customer pays a fixed sum per day or per month. Some com-
pan~. es charged a rate such as two cents per day per lamp for a 16 candle-
pmver lamp. Another early rate was the straight line rate in which the 
customer was billed a fix~d amount per kilowatt hour for whatever amount 
. ' 
. I i 
he' used. It will be recognized immediately that the flat rate is couched 
in ter.ms of availability •only. The customer pays a fixed charge whether 
he uses the light or not. Variatiqna in energy costs were entirely 
ignored. The straight line :rate, however, was based upon energy costa 
only and ignored dell'!&nd and consumer coats • Both ra.tes completely railed 
to take into consideration the decreasing cost effect and resulted in 
inequities as consumption grew and uses for electricity other than for 
lighting became common. Various schemes were tried to overcome this 
shortcoming - some fantastic in light of present day thinking• Discounts 
were given for large users, and area rates were set up for residential 
users. Charges were keyed to house floor area or to number of rooms. 
It was assumed, not unreasonably, that tho size of a house or the number 
or rooms was a fair measure of demand. Farm rates based on tho number of 
cows were used.* With the literally explosive growth of the industry in 
* · 1,, P• 287 
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the 1920 'a the innovators ·ran ahead of the regulat_ors not only in develop• 
mont of plant and equipment and in finance and promotion but in creation 
of the complex rate schedules and special contracts. Not until the 1930's 
when the Federal Power Commission began to exert its influence to . force 
the utilities to confo~ to .more reasonable practices in rate design did 
the rate structures now in general use become standard. 
Present day rate schedules clearly recognize the above mentioned 
four principal classes of costs. Rates in general are designed around 
the following classe~;~ of customers 1 Industrial, Commercial, Residential, 
Farm or. Rural., and ~treet Lighting. An additional class might be included 
\ 
for wholesale customer~, but since these customers are so f~r, and since 
special contract conditions . are so often included in these rates, they 
need not be discussed here. 
Industrial rates are based·on actual measured monthly values of 
both kilowatts and ki·lowatt hours. Often, graphic curve-drawing motors 
are installed to indicate tho time of day that power is taken as v~ell as 
the rate of taking. Both demand and energy arc thus measured. Customer 
expense is covered by minimum charges. Tho q_~croas inr, cost effect is 
' 
recognized and allowed for in two ways. 
I '( 
Tho size effect is to so~e extent 
covered by decreasing steps in the demand charge as the size of the loa.d 
increases, wh,ile the use effect is . covered by decreasing sto11s in tho 
energy charge as tho monthly constimption increases. Such rate schedules 
as these, however complicated, can match very closol~· the revenue to the 
actual cost of ,stn·v:tng tho customer. Obviousl;)r, cost of providinc; tho 
~ ) 
metering equipment and processinG of the information on a monthly basis 
is relat i vely high, and such expense,. (customer cost) can only be jt.:atified 
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for relatively large custom6rs. 
Commercial ratos are usually patterned after the industrial 
rates for largo customers, but for small commercial customers measurement 
of demand may not be . justified because of metering expense • . In this case · 
a ratio of demand to oner~ is assume~ and energy only is measured in 
kilowatt hours. Block rates are used wherein cost for energy is charged 
in steps, being progressively reduced with increase in consumption. 
, 
Relatively high first steps largely cover demand; a minimum covers oust-
omer costs; while the de.creasing cost effect is taken care of in the 
deoJreasing steps. An alternative to the hioh first step is a fixed 
charge which covers some demand and customer cost before any energy 
charge is appliedo 
Residential rates' are much like the small commercial rates ex-
cept that the blocks are fewer and chnrges '[~ ~morally low·er per kilowatt 
hour. Farm rates vary. Small far.m rates are like residential rates 
while large farms may have rates ~ore like industrial rates. 
One more type ·of rate is generally in wide use in the industry. 
It is .that for street lighting, consideration of which is the main theme 
of this study. Street lie-)ltine; rates with few exceptions are flat rates. 
There are special reasons for this which will appear in the course of our 
discussion. 
The above types of' rates are those in general use throughout the 
country today. There is one other device which is in general use in an 
at tempt to counteract the effect of .inflationary pri ce changes on opera-
tinr, expenses •. It is the so called fuel charge. · As a sort of' surcharge 
upon the energy charges a certain small increment is added which is 
proportional to the rise in the price of tuel above a certain base prioe. 
Although the surcharge is proportional to the r.ise in fuel price .. the 
actual price of fuel is used only as an index. By properly choosing the 
incremental value of the fuel charge all variable expenses can be . cove~ed •. 
The idea h that price of fuel is a fair index of costs of this type. 
This charge is used in various forms and as a part of various rates in 
the several companies· in the industry. 
As in all phases of business where applied science is involved, 
certain repetitive situations are recognizable and expressions for the 
relation between certain quantities reour agai~ and again, so it is in 
dealing with electric rates. Certain relationships have come to .be 
accepted which are used to evaluate the load characteristics of the dif-
ferent classes of customers. For example, a .customer or a class of oust-
omers whose demimd is relatively high but who uses very 1i ttle energy 
will pay a relativ~ly higher price per kilowatt hour for his elec~r.icity than 
one who demands a lesser supply but uses that demand for a shorter period. 
This comes fram the use effect of decreasing cost, and simply ~eans that 
I 
the average cost will become less and less as the variable cost;, due to 
greater use, is extended. In other words, as in any fixed cost-variable 
cost proposition, as long as the variable cost is below the average cost, 
the average cost must fall. 
This effect which operates to bring a lower unit cost to one 
custome r than to another can be measured in the physical units of demand 
and ene rgy. Supp~se a consumer to have ~ demand of one kilowatt and a 
consumption of 100 kilmve.tt hours during a peri~d of 720 hours (approxi-
mately one month). Then, while the maximUm demand of the customer i s one 
kilowatt· (as given), his average demand is only 100 kilowatt-hours 
di:vided by 720 hours· or 100 kilowa.tt-ho.ura : .139 kilowatt. The load 
720 hours · 
factor is the ratio of the average demand to the peak domand or 
.139 kilowatt -
1 kilowatt - .139. It is ovident that a customer who uses more 
energy for the same maximum demand vr.l.ll have a higher load factor than 
some other customer with the same maximum demand and less use of energy. 
Utilities' generally incur lowe:i:' costs per customor and increase output 
as customer load facto:i:' improves ·ft Hence, the load factor can be taken 
as an index for expressing the relative desirability of a particular 
customer on the utility ' conpa.ny's lines, rolating unit service costs of 
\ 
one customer to unit service costs of another customer or to costs of 
another class of customers. This index will be used to show how street 
\ 
., 
lighting relates to tho other load of tho company insofar as el~ctricity 
costs are concerned. 
All electric utilities must necessarily provider same excess 
capacity over current demand requirements as a reserve to cover emer-
gency failures as well as in anticipation of load gro·wth. Hence, thore 
.'' 
will always be less equipment actually in use than the total installed 
in plant. Another relationship for use in ratinb customer load charac-
teristics can be recogn:i.zed in this connection. The ratio of the actual 
I 
peak load demand to tho capability of tho systom is called the utili-
zation factor. Since each sel9'llent of tho system taken by itself can 
have its ovm utilization factor independent of other segments, and since, 
the r efore , each customer can have a different utilizati on facto r fo r his 
) 
part of tho service equipment, this factor is pertinent to customer costs 
and to rat e making. 
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Customers as a rule do not necessarily tend to make the same 
demands at the same instant. It is characteristic of our society that 
persona have different tastes and different patterns of behavior, so 
the peak demands of different customers and of different classes of 
customers are not coincident. Hence, the maximum demands of the several 
individual customers -do not add directly-and t~ere is consequently a 
diversity effect. From this rdlationship a diversity factor is derived 
which is the actual peak demand of the system divided by the arithmetical 
sum of all of the individual peak demands of all of the customers. 
Obviously this princi~le can be applied to the whole system or any part 
I 
of the system. As many diversity factors may be conceived as it.is pos-
sible to divide the system into integral parts. This concept properly 
applied serves _to evaluate in still another way the relative desirability 
of the several types ·of customer loa.~s · to a pa~icular system. 
To sum up the foregoing, it mn.y be said that unit cost of 
\ 
electricity will fall as \ the load factor increases and, conversely, will 
rise as the load factor falls. Two customers with equal load factors 
should be charged equal unit costs, other things being equal. Likewise, 
the higher the utilization factor the lower the customer's unit cost 
ought to be. Two customers with equal utilization factors should be 
charged _ equal unit costs, other things being equal. Furthermore, the 
greater the diversity between customers the lmver their unit charges 
should be. Obviously no single customer can have a diversity factor by 
himae lfe The concept of divers~ty is relative only. 
The prices which a uti~ity charges its customers are to some 
extent discriminatory. But the discrimination must be just and equitable. 
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It may appear paradoxical that discrimination could be at the same time 
fair and just, but there are fundamental reasons why this is s-o and those 
reasons are inherent in a deoreasine · cost enterprise such as an electric 
utility. To begin with, the decreasing . cost utility is a natural mono-
poly. As such, it requires regulation. Under regulation it is permitted 
to earn the full cost of ·service and no more. In this context return on 
all capital invested is considered to be a part of the coat of such service. 
Under ordinary conditions a monopoly will adjust its output to 
maximize profits. The regulated utility la no exception. The utility 
company, however, is permitted to e.mploy·p~ice discrimination to an 
extent not ordinarily reached by other typos of' industry. Tho effect of' 
price discrimination may be shown~ in Figure 5A and Figure 5B. In Figure 
5A a monopoly finn is shown which sella ita product at one price. Here 
the demand curve and the average revenue curve are identical. The f'ir.m's 
output will be at the point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost, 
j 
and the price will be obtained by projecting up to the demand or average 
revenue curve from the intersection of the marginal cost and marginal 
revenue curves. 
Under discrimination, Figure ~rr, the average revenue curve lies 
above the demand curve at all points because price on previous units does 
not fall with increased demand, being held up as part of the discrimina-
tory process. Under this condition the average price charged will exceed 
the pri ce charged under non-discriminatory operation by the differcmoe 
betvreen p1 and P• The additional revenue so obtained by discrimination 
.. ,. 
It can be seen that with an average ~~ost curve which lies above 
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the demand curve at all points, a fir.m cannot operate at one price; yet 
with discrimination it can make a good profit over vride ranges of _ output. 
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FIQURE SA F!GURE 5B 
Without certain prerequisite .conditions price discrimination 
is not possible. U~ility pri~o discrimination is possible because the 
companies are free from competition in kind. If this were not so, prices 
would be bid down to one level. Some partial competition is encountered 
from other utilities such as gas companies fo~ cooking and process 
heating and from oil companies for certain industrial power production, 
but this competition is imperfect. Furthermore, the electricity as a 
product is not transferable from high price customers to low price 
customers, and so the price classes can be effectively isolated. Tho 
price classes are identifj_od and defined by an appraisal of the olas-
. . ( . . . 
tici ty of their respective demands for '· power. 
For example, the demand for electricity for lighting residences 
is highly inelastic since no really adequate substitute is readily aVail-
able . Hence, relatively hir;h rates can be charged to thes e custoMers. 
On the othe r hand demand for electricity for industrial heating is 
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olastic sinc~J substitution js l' () O. dily availa.bln throu p:h usc of r;as nr 
oil. Power intonsivo industries such as alwninu.rn or macnesiwn. producers 
are highly elastic in their demand since powe r is one of the major 
factors in their total cost of production and substitution by vray of 
construction of their own electrical r.;eneratint; plants is oas ily avail-
able to thes6 customers. 
The effects of differin~ elasticities of uernand in price dis-
crimination may be illustrated by o. di.a~ra.m. Suppose a finn with two 
classes of customers such that ono has a demand curve D1 and the othl'lr 
D2 • The demand of the first finn is inelastic and the demanu of the 
second finn is more elastic. The mare;inal revenue curvos for th~ tvro 
firms are shown as }1R1 and 111~2 • l iC is the marGinal cost curve • . 
From the principle that marginal revenue must equal marginal 
cost to maximize profits it might appear that n1arg;inal cost ought _to 
equal margino.l revenue for eo.ch customer class. nu·t this gives -b.vo 
marginal cost fi ::;ures, and for one firm with one product this is im-
possible. The solution to this problcllt is found by o.dding the marginal 
cost curves horizonto.lly to get the total rnar r;inai revenue curve J!H 
for the total demand of both customers. Intersection of the marginal 
cost curve J,;c with this toto.~ mare;innl rovenuo curve r:H gives tho 
marginal cost for the firm. Projectinc this marr;ino.l eost to tho 
marginal revenue curves l1R1 and HH2 will Gi vo the rospocti ve outputs 
for tho -b.vo classes of customers q1 and q 2 • li'urther projection of 
these outputs upvm.rds to tho respoctivo demand curves gives the price 
for each class of customer, P1 and p 2 • (Seo Fig. G) 
It is in this fashion -tho.t tho regulated utility can undor 
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pric e discrimination ope rate at i;hc cost ma r gin and so maximize prof its. 
But tho utility mus t not be all owfld to carry its di scriminator y pricing 
poli cy to tho point wher" any of i ts customers are exploited. Certai n 
limits mus t be irnpos od i n t ho regulato ry process to safeguard the oust-
omers and rules es t ablished by which pri ces can be made just and equit-
able under di scriminat i on. A first limit that must be imposed is that 
t he uti lity should bo pt'.lrmittod to ea rn the full cost of service, but 
no mo re. Second, all customers should pay less than they would if a 
s i ngle price- only were charged. This' requirement can be met by limiting 
t he highest price class to some level below that where the single price 
level would f all . This sinr, l e prico, because of the elasticity of t he 
demands of' the lower price classes, would be higher than the maximum 
pl'i.oe unde r disorirnj nation. The optimum p,:Hce spread tm.der discri mi-
nation , however, ought to be the lea~t, cd,mpatible with obtaining the 
r eq,lir ed r evenue. Thi rd, no customers ouc;ht tp be served at less t han 
the demand price . Fourth , production should be extended 'to the point 
whe r e marginal cost is equal t o the demand price. 
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In connection with prico discrirrd.na·hion in tho electric 
utility it should be notc!d t;he.t discrimination is practiced not only 
between classes of customers but between individual customers in each 
class. This is acoomJlished by moans of progressively decreasing steps 
in tho rates, either in the demand or in tho energy section or in both. 
The theory is that the price tho customer is willing to pay for tho 
different blocks of power ho buys d(')creases as his use increases, or in 
other words his demand priee falls as his use is extended. This pro-
r;ress i ve roduct:i. 011 of pri r.n to ~110h ens tome r together with class rate 
structures achi oves a sort of double discrimination. That it is equitable 
can be inferred if all of tho conditions in the previous paragraph are 
met . In effect;, this double disorinti.nation acting through rate schedules 
developed by the conunissions over the past years has been a powerful 
means to rnatch demnnd prices and cost of service. It should be empha-
sized that this procoss is at best a makeshift for a really accu~ate 
pricing method. But such s.n accurate pricing method is not practicable. 
The end result of this alternative has generally been fair and equitablt'l. 
Sinoe electric utilities are not allowed to earn more than ' 
cost of service including invcstmf.lnt costs, there is no point in trying to 
increase profits. above this cost except in the very short run between 
rate adjustments. Improvement of return via profits can only be realiz~d 
by increase in another dimension, namely by broadening the investment 
base. Since presumably the commissions vrill continue to allow a fair 
return on prudent investm.cmt, then it is to the interest· of the utility 
rnanar.;em~nt to expand plan~; lnvcstr'}~nt as much as possible to create fur-
·!;he r investment oppor t u.rd.ty . Tn nn.ko such investment prudont, it is only 
l.t1 
necessary to show that it is in the interest of the public convenience 
and neoessity and that tho public is willing to pay enough for t~e 
added service to cover the added investment oost. Service below cost 
may be expedient at times to promote new uses which will later became 
profitable, and such losses due to below cost services rendered are of 
oourse borne by the other customers. Tho need for promotiona l activi-
ties should be obvious. 
A thorough understanding of the foregoing principles is 
essential before undertaking any cost analysis affecting electric . 
public utility operationse It is particularly important to see that 
with the regulated company no profit can be allowed above cost, in-
-
eluding investment cost. · Grasp of this point is absolutely essential. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Having examined both t he general problam of fixing a gg:egate 
revenue as well as that of distributing of revenue between the several 
classes of service, it will be well to see how the general principles 
involved in these problems apply to the partil::)ular task of detennining 
street lighting costa and to the fixing of street light rates. 
The annual load factor of a customer or of a class of cuato-
mers as mentioned above is the ratio of the average demand to the peak 
demand. The result of this expression is a ratio without units • . Its 
numerical value is obtained from a daily or annual load curve first by 
integrat i on, then averaging the integrated sum over the number of hours 
i n the peri od and finally by comparison of the result so obtained with 
the peak load in the period. For example, if a customer should use 
4000 kilowatt . hou:r~s (integrated) in a period of 8760 hours · (a calendar 
. 
yea r) with a peak load of 1 kilowatt his annual load factor would be 
4000 kilowatt hours dividea by 8760 hours again divided by 1 kilowatt. 
E d 1 b i 1 th . ld b 4000 KWH • l tmr - 456 Jxpresse a ge ra c y l.S wou e 8760 K'IJII e nn - • • The units 
cancel. The load factor can, however, be expressed in another 1more 
convenient v1ay. If the total integrated kilowatt hours, , instead of 
being averaged, vrere to be considered as being used at peak load, then 
the hours of such peak use in the period would bear the same ratio to 
the total hours in the period as the load factor. With the example given, 
4000 kilowat t hours at 1 kil~watt demand would be used in 4000 hours. 
This is called equivalent hours use of demand. In this 'case it bears 
. 4000 -the same ratio t o the yearl y hours B?tiO - .456 as the load factor. 
The example was chosen because this is in effect the close practical 
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approximation of the load factor of street lir;hting load in the latitude 
of Now F.nr.;land. 
The utilization factor of a customer as mentioned above is the 
ratio of the actual peale use of facilities to the capability of the facil-
ities for peak use. ~~ith street lighting equipment under modern practice 
the utilization factor is practically unity. Reserve or emergency equip-
ment is not needed. Failure of a single unit in a row on a. street is not 
sci serious that instant or immediate restoration of service is necessary. 
Failure of several units usually involves other equipr.1ent not exclusively 
used for street liehting. 
Tho diversity of street lightinr; load is zero and the diversity 
factor is unity. Darlmess occurs simultaneously over any conceivable . 
operating area and all lights burn simultaneously. Moreover most utili-
ties in the New England area (and also in the u.s.) have their total peak 
load sometime near Christmas week and then around 6:00 P.U. The street 
light load then nearly always contributes directly to the peak demand 
without any diversity ·whatever. 
To sum up~ it may be said that the street lichting load haf 
around 40d0 hours annual use of demand~ has a utilization factor of unity, 
and a diversity factor of 1. Since this load is on peale this means that 
the marginal cost of makinr; available one additional kilowatt is the same 
as the marginal cost for the sJrstom. Furthermore, it .is coincidence that 
tho hours use of demand for street li r)'lting closely approximates the 
averaGe hours usc by all other customers combined, that is to . say the 
system hours usc of a tJrpicnl utility S;')rstom. Thon one additional kilo-
wo.t·b hour usBd for st;reot lichtinc; would also carry the same marginal 
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cost as one additional composite kUowatt hour used jointly by all other . 
classes of consumers combined and apportioned between them in the s~e 
. 
manner as the current loau. This is true because. if the load factor is 
constant and so the equivalent hours use constant, then kilowatts and 
~lowatt hours must increase at the constant ratio. This is tantamount 
to saying that the unit cost to feed a street light is the a~e as the 
unit cost to feed an equivalent load to a composite customer of a type 
represented by the average of all other classes of service. This point 
will be expanded later. 
The foregoing principles together with another characteristic 
peculiar to street lighting is recognized in the Boston Edison Case. 
Tho ocmnniss ion said ''It appears that Edison's street lighting load, or 
such load in any utility, is peculiar in several respects. · In the first 
place ., i ·t. applies within a given area and .only to one customer within 
each area. Then it has a constant load factor the curve representing 
Vlhich hEl,s, for obvious reasons, not changed over the years • .. Further, it 
is peculiar in that the utilization equipment is owned by the _utility. 
Consequently the cost of equipment exclusively dedicated to the purpose 
is directly allocable to this particular service and is ascertainable ."• 
The above quotation refers to the fact that of ' all of the 
classes of service, street lighting alone is that class in which the 
utility company ovms the utilization equipment. Historically, the 
utilities provided tho utilization equipment for nearly all classes of 
s ervice in the beginninG• This was done generally for promotional 
* 13, P• 4. 
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reasons . Houses were wired by the ut i lity in the early days. Lamps 
were furnished free. Motors wore rontod to the customer and quite 
recently heating loads were subsidi zed by contribution for wiring instal -
lations. All of those practices have been terminated; only with street 
lighting is the utilization equipment utility owned. Justification for 
this is found in considerations of public safety. Customers are not 
likely to havo available personnel trained to work on poles in close 
proximity to electrical conductors carrying high voltage electricity. 
From this situation it follows that the maintenance and opera-
tion of this equipment are also furnishe~ by the utility. Such items 
include minor repairs, replacement of broken glassware, lamp replacement , 
and cleaning of the luminaire equipment. 
Consequently, tho .total cost of serving street lighting may be 
taken as oonsistine of four items a 
1. Cost of Availability or Demand 
2. Cost of Energy 
3. Cost of Utilization Investment 
4. Cost of Utilization Operation 
It should be noted that since there is usually but one cus tomer 
per TIRlnicipality and since the typical utility servos relatively fmv 
municipalities, customer coats may be considered negligible for street 
lighting. This is the more so vdth flat rate billing where meter reading 
is unnecessary. 
Residual costs which may run around 15: ~ of total operating 
revenue f rom all customers may be with some justice . prorated over opera-
tine; expenses vrhi ch ron to around 85;~ of total operating revenue. Since 
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for street lighting the proportion of operating oost to other costs is 
relatively small, residual costa oan be neglected in tho cost analysis 
and a peroentar,e which may be judged reasonable can be added to the 
investment carrying oharge or added to the final figures as found. 
In disoussin~ these items of cost it will be well to look over 
the accounting principles involved in. reporting the underlying charges. 
The cost of availability is usually taken as the investment 
charges or car~ing charges on plant equipment involvod. These are 
usually considered to be made up of 1. Interest (whioh may~e better 
described as cost of capital), 2. Taxes· on the investment, 3. Depre-
ciation, 4. Jt.laintenance, and 5. Insurance, etc. 
Cost of capital is reflected in some rate of return which will 
att ract new capital to the venture. Taxes are the ordinary local or state 
taxes assessed against the particular plant concerned. Depreciation is 
the regular amortization (at some prescribed rate) on the plant equipment, 
and maintenance is the cost to maintain the equipment in its original 
useful condition but not to improve it. Since most utility c~panies 
carry their own insurance on items of opBrating plant (other than buildings, 
etc.), insurance chn.rr-:es are largely included under maintenance. 
The cost of enerr,y has more tho appearance or an operating 
cost. Such items as fuel, operating labor, etc., which vary with the 
amount of production are the principal items contributing to the cost 
of energy. 
UtilizaUon invflstment charg~s follow practically the same 
pattern as other plant investment oharr;os except that dspreciation is 
ant to bo more r apid due to more early obsolescence from changes in 
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app lication practices. 
Utilization operation costs consist of charges for lamp replace-
rnentt cleaninG and inspection, and minor maintenance items not due to 
ordinary wear and tear. Roplacoment of glassware following vandalism 
is an example of an operating charge not strictly chargeable to 
maintenance. 
With these r,onera.l accounting principles in mind the four prin-
cipal items of cost of serving street lichtinrr, will be examined individ-
ue.ll~r in the next chapter from the standpoint of a. particular utility 
company. They vrill be reviewed in order~ 
CHAPTER V 
·rhe availabilit y or demand cost for street lighting, as viewed 
from a particular operating company standpoint, may be taken. ·as the fin-
ancial carrying charges on all equipment owned by the particular company 
and used directly to make power available to the street lights. Such 
equipment may be wholly or in part used exclusively for street lighting, 
or it may be psed jointly with other classes of service. If used ex-
clusively, all charges will accrue against street lighting. If used 
jointly, all charges must be allocated. One of the main features in the 
present work is the method of allocation of such charges. 
The phrase, ,.may be taken as", in the previous paragraph is 
used advisedly and is basic to the method of cost finding here presented. 
On .a purel y theoretical basis, !!! equipment, whether or not owned by a 
particular operating company, used d;rectly to serve the lights under con-
sideration, should be considered in reckoning the availability cost. 
This, of course, will includ'e all equipment of every type whatever, from 
generator to · lighting secondary wires. But with the modern highly in-
tegrated and interconnected utility structure, where companies are joined 
to form systems which are in turn interconnected ov.er all of the eastern 
seaboard and inland to the Great Lakes, how can it be determined which 
equipment is actually at one time, or ever in fact, contributins to the 
availability of a particu1a·r individual street light? Ditectlon and 
magnitude of power flows change from minute to minute; economy of steam 
versus hydr o changes from season to season; emergencies ·arise with 
weather conditions; and patterns of load distribution continually change. 
Thus , a di r ect a l location from the source is practically impossible and 
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i.s fo r t unatC'ly unnecessary. This can be s e en hy an examina tion of the 
structure of the modern electric utilJty company. The majori.ty of 
modern electric utilities ( excludi ng municipals, rur a l co- oper a tives, 
and federal units like the T.V.A. which are of little importanc e i n 
New England) may be grouped in three more or less d i stinct categori.es , 
various combinations ot which are usually held and integrated by a 
holding company.* Tht! categories are: (1) Wholesale companicswhich 
own and operate regional generating and trans~ission facilities; (2) 
Large retail companies which own anJ operate generating facilities 
and also purchase fro1n a wholesalt! compa?y; (3) R~tail companies whi ch 
purchase all poh·cr from a wholesale company. 1\'hile thi s is a ve ry rougl. 
c l assification, yet it will serve to illustrate the point to be made • 
• ~ uw most retail companies have similar load curves. That is, 
t heir l oad factors and equivalent hours use of denmnd are very nearly 
alike . \\'.ith some exceptions, for very few smaller operational units 
with predominating industrial loads, all peaks occur in late December . 
'That th is should be so may be inferred from the fact that cultural 
habits as well as seasonal cycles are similar over all of an area such 
as New England and to a large extent all over the country. The attached 
table shows the average hotir s use for ten companies in New Eng larrl . It 
follows that a combination of the loads of a large group of retail com-
pan i es, both large and ·small, will present to the wholesale company a 
load curve of the same shape. This is true because the comoination will 
ha ve little diversity in the shapes of the individual company load curves. 
It so happens that the equivalent annual hours use is around 4000 hours 
* 6 t p p . 6-7 
GO 
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TABLE OF ANNUAL HOURS USE FOR TEN COMPANIES 
Maxiinum Million Annual 
Demand Kwh Hours Use 
Compa~ Kw of Demand 
1 22,559 98.9 4350 
2 30,646 135.0 4400 
3 47,567 209.1 4400 
4 12 ,Boo 59.0 4600 
5 23,609 118.3 4950 
6 9,301 34.5 3700 
7 90,091 415.1! 4650 
8 57,567 254.4 4400 
9 247 ,9CQ 956.5 3900 
10 56,498 238.8 4250 
NOTE: The data in this· table is taken from annual reports of 
ten operating electri~ comp~nies selected at random. 
for most companies - the same as that for street lighting.* 
This being true, it is possible to treat only the plant and 
equipment within the particular company as c~ntributing to the avail-
ability cost and to treat all charges for power coming into the com-
pany as energy charges, regardless of their composition external to 
, 
the company. For a company which .both purchases and generates, avail-
ability charges will cover all plant, including generation, while energy 
charges will include the variable cost of purchased am produced power 
where production costs will cover fuel, labor, etc. 
An example will serve to illust:rate the above. Suppose a 
wholesale company such that total plant investment is $300 per kilo- . 
watt and suppose a retail company with distribution plant investment 
of $250 per kil~watt (neglecting customers' meters and services, which _ 
do not affect street lighting). Suppose average energy cost to be 10 
mills per kilowatt hour. Now, cost to a 1 kw street light customer can 
be figured two ways (neglecting losses and overhead charges). Assume 
15% carrying charge ori plant. (The justification for 15% will be shown 
later). 
* 6 
!:.!!.!!l take all plant both wholesale and retail. 
$300 + $250 per kilowatt = $550 @ 15% • $ 82.50 
So the Availability Charge is 
Energy Charge will be 4000 hrs. x $.01 
Total cost per 4000 kwh 
Cost per kwh at any light 
82.50 
40.00 
$122.50 
$.030625 
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Second'; take cost to retail company as billed by 
wholesale company. 
$300 X 15% = 
Energy charge 4000 hrs. x .01 
Total cost per 4000 hrs. 
Cost per kwh at retail co. meter 
Add retail company investment costs 
$250 X 15% 
Energy charge for wholesale co. 
Cost per kwh at any light 
$ 45.00 
40~00 
$ 85.00 
$.02125 
$ 37.50 
85.00 
$.030625 
Thus, it is evident that the availability or demand c barge can 
be taken as a carrying charge on the plant within the operational unit 
under consideration, and external charges can be treated as an energy 
charge. It can be shown that this is also true for combination com-
panies which generate and distribute as well; provided that the load 
curve is such that the equivalent hours use approximates the 4000 hours e. 
which is true of the great majority of the companies. 
Energy is more nearly like a commodity than i~ availability. 
As such, energy is produced only when needed in respo.nse to thf:! con-
sumer.s' demand. Prom the point of production there is a simultaneous 
loss in the physical quantity of energy up to the final conversion. 
Chemical energy in fuel is released as heat by combustion. In con-
version to mechanica~ energy a loss occurs. In further conversion to 
electrical energy another loss occurs. In transmission and distribution 
more losses are encountered, while in the final conversion in the cus-
tomers' appliance a very great percentage of loss can take place. 
Hence, energy increases in value as the customers' equipment is ap-
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proached. These value additions and the loss detractions work in 
opposite' directions with a net result appearing as a steady increase 
in the value of the energy from the source to the ultimate consumer 
of the final service. However, most of the value is added up to the 
point of generation and little after. 
Charges which go to add value to energy or to increase · 
energy cost as it moves from source to consumer are of various natures. 
Fuel has been mentioned and this is a true variable cost. Operating and 
maintenance labor · and materials are variable costs. Certain overhead 
charges . are largely variable costs. In fact it is a fairly safe pro-
cedure to treat all costs except investment charges as variable costs 
and, therefore, chargeable against energy. For a more detailed analysis 
of these costs ~ee H. S. Houthakkerts discussion mentioned above.* 
From the foregoing it can be seen that availability costs 
increase directly from the source forward, as new units of plant invest-
ment are brought into play. That is to say availability costs increase 
additively from generating plant to final distributing equipment • On the 
other hand, energy charges increase relatively little from the generating 
plant through to the final consumer, adding only the relatively smaller 
increments of operating and overhead costs. 
Again, the foregoing is written to emphasize the true eco-
nomic nature of energy costs as contrasted with availability costs. It 
is essential that this distinction be kept in mind so confusion does no t 
arise when by accounting convention certain elements of availabilit y are 
combined with energy costs to produce an energy charge as viewed from the 
* 10' p~ 1 
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standpoint of a particular company. This is done as a convenience to 
facilitate the construction of our method of cost finding. The jus-
tification for this, of course, lies in the fact that the street · light-
ing load for the operating company has the same load factor or annual 
hours use of demand as does the rest of the total composite company 
load and is on peak. 
Street lighting is the only class of electric uiility ser-
vice in which the utility continues to own the utilization equipment. 
Hence, it is necessary to include in the rate charged to the customer, 
a fee to cover the cost of installing, maintaining, and operating such 
equipment. Such charges appear ·not unlike a lease fee or a rental. 
This fee, of course, consists of the carrying charges on the equipment 
plus the operating costs to keep it in operation. 
The nature of a piece of lighting equipment, such as is used 
for lighting streets, is such that it has value for one purpose on~y, 
that for which it was designed. Furthermore, in each area there is 
usually but one customer for such equipment, namely, the municipality. 
This means that the economic life of the equipment will most often be 
realized with one installation of the equipment in one location only. 
(\\'hile some of this equipment has been at times relocated, it is no t 
generally feasible to do so.) The economic life is t hen set by the 
requirements for lighting in the streets concerned. 
Streets may be rot~hly classified as 1) Commercial; 2) Heavy 
Traffic; 3) Light Traffic, and 4) Residential a nd other. Utilization 
equipment will vary in its physical character istics and in its f irst 
cos t for the various 'classes of streets. The phys ical differences can 
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be considered lat er and the financial and economic implications only 
will be considered here. 
For commercial streets in progressive communities, utilization 
equipment is per unit, relatively( expensive, running in the order of 
$200 to $1,000 per unit depending upon whether the lights are installed 
on existing poles or on special poles installed for lighting only. In 
this type of street, high intensities of illumination are needed and a 
relatively large number of units required. Moreover, competition be-
tween shopping centers and urban areas for business has made the several 
municipalities community conscious. Recerttly reported 'dema.nd for civic 
face lifting has involved increasing requests for new lighting with con-
sequent tendency to produce rapid obsolescence in lighting equipment 
used in such areas. 
For heavy traffic streets, ~tilization equipment may be sub-
stantially the same as that used for the commercial areas but less-units 
will be required with longer spacing. Demands for chanses and increase 
in lighting will generally be less insistent and obsolescence will gen-
erally be slower. Less need for expensive special poles will appear. 
With light traffic streets, either fewer of the same type 
lights as for the heavy traffic streets will be used or a smaller less 
expensive type of unit. In these streets less rapid obsolescence and 
longer economic life will be realized. , 
Residential streets which include ordinarily more than 80% of 
the mi!E:s of streets in a city or town, have by far the mos t lighting 
units, most in the small less expensive sizes. It .is more or l ess an 
.. adcepted characteristic of most people that in their · home areas they 
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tend to resist change. This conservatism is largely responsible for 
the fact that residential street light ing has not kept pace with 
commercial and traffic street lighting in the trend to modernization. 
In the residential areas much of the equipment is old and relatively 
obsolete. The economic life of much of this equipment is .more often 
limited by rusting out rather than by recognition of obsolescence. 
Recently, progressive utilities have undertaken promotional campaigns 
to sell modern residential lighting as a part of their service to the 
community. Such programs are greatly facilitated by the extreme de-
creasing cost effect present in this particular class of service. This 
can be seen by considering a typical lighting unit of a type in gen- . 
era! use on most of our residential streets. Such a unit consists of 
a bracket or support, a "hood" or body containing a socket for . the lamp 
with a control switch mounted on the hood. Wires extend from the hood 
to the supply conductors. 
t~ithin certain limits (just as in the typical bridge lamp 
in the -home) any size lamp can be installed in t he hood. Then .with no 
increase in fixed charge for utilization equipment the actual 1,ight can 
be doubled for lit,tle more• than the increased electricity cost, which 
is relatively small for the small s izc units. This gives rise to the 
statement above that a marked decreasing cost effect is present. 
At this point it may be well to inject a wor d of caution. In 
a subject as complex as that in which this discussion is i nvo1ved, it 
is very easy to lose sight of the main purpose of the activit y under 
.' consideration. While most of the discussion has necessarily touched 
'<A 
on what amounts to sale of electricity and rental of equipment t o a 
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municipaH ty, this is in i tself not the ultimate end to be achieved. 
The ultimate end in selling street lighting is to provide visibility 
on the streets. This is .done for the most part by creating a brisht 
surface on the pavement by means of specially designed lighting equip-
.ment or luminaires. Selection and application of such equipment is an 
engineering problem involving precise theories which can not be dis-
cussed here. At the moment it is enough to assume the equipxnent in 
place and then to see in theory how the costs to install, maintain and 
operate it are put together to mak~ up the rate paid by the consumer • . 
Actually, a rate for a particuiar light of one of the types 
mentioned above, with a certain size and kind of lamp ~s made up of all 
of the elements discu~sed in the preceding chapters. First, an annual 
carrying charge for the lumina ire (utilization equipment) is calcu-
lated; second, the annual operating charges for the equipment deter-
mined; third, the availability or demand charge is figured for the· 
electricity and finally the energy charge is calculated. The sum of 
I 
these four is the final rate to be charged. It is the mechanics of 
. this computation that is the main theme of our study. 
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CHAPTER VI 
It is a nearly universal practice to turn on street li~hts at 
dusk and turn them off at dawn. This implies some sort of control in 
addition to a means of supplying electricity, and indeed it was the in-
herent difficulty of control which largely influenced the development 
of the older of the two systems in use for supplying this type of load, 
namely, the series circuit. The series circuit, as the name implies, is 
an arrangement of conductors where the electric current leaves the supply 
source - usually a special regulating transformer - and flo\\'S to the 
I 
first lamp. Passing through the first lamp it flows to the next, on 
through it in turn, and so on, returning from the last lamp in the line 
to the other side of the supply transformer. This is exactly like the 
older type of Christmas tree string of lights where if one light goes 
out, they all go out. In fact, with'the series street light circuit 
special devices must be installed in each lamp socket t.o allow the rest 
of the la111ps to burn when one lamp fails. With this arrangement the 
same current. flows in all of the lamps, (unless current transformers 
are inserted) and necessarily all lamps go on and off together. Hence, 
it is an excellent scheme for control. Because of the fact that the 
same current flows throughout the system, it is often called a constant 
current system, and the supply transforn~rs are called constant current 
transformers. 
This system had its inception in the era of the arc light 
around the turn of the century. At that time the most economical and 
useful light source was the electric arc lamp. This lamp did not work 
well on constant voltage circuits without expensive ballast equipment. 
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It did work well on constant current and so was inherently sui ted to th:is 
system. As the incandescent lamp developed in efficiency, it began to 
be i nstalled in the circuit with the arcs and gradually displaced the 
arcs altogether. Many of these series circuits are still in use today, 
but there are great economic disadvantages to the series circuit. 
The first disadvantage of the series circuit lies in the fact 
that the "constant current" must actually be constant, which means that 
a regulating type transformer is necessary for each circuit. Such trans-
formers cost roughly 5 times as much per KVA as conventional distribution 
transformers used to supply general customers at constant voltage. This 
high relative cost is explained by the fact that constant current trans-
formers have moving coils while conventional distribution transformers 
are Static deViCCSo ~\OCCOVer 1 Since the CUrrent' limited by lamp require-
ments, is of relative! y small magnitude - usually 6. 6 or 20 amperes -
it follows that the voltage or potential of the circuit will be high in 
order to allow a t·easonably large number of lamps per circuit with a 
reasonable power load per transformer. (This is because power is the 
product of current and voltage.) This high voltage in turn, introduces 
not only personnel hazard but requires expensive equipment insulation 
and expensive cable and wire insulation. 
The principal disadva ntage of the series circuit arises from 
the fact that the wire and c a~ 1c arc entirely separ ate from the rest of 
distribution system and must be run on poles apart fro m or in duets 
separate from other conductors. This means occupancy of valuable space 
on poles or in duct lines which is becoming scarcer year by year as the 
rest of the system expands. Space thro1~h trees must be kept clear for 
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these wires, and such clearance runs into regularly recurring expense .. 
The fact that series wires carry so small a current (6.6 - 20 amperes) 
means that these wires need only to be the minimum size which will have 
adequate mechanical strength. In storms or under abnormal wind con-
ditions these small wires all too frequently break and fall or whip 
across other wires burning d~~n conductors which carry more important 
loads. Even if other wires do not become involved, a break in the wire 
or severe damage to one lamp socket can extinguish all lamps on the cir-
cuit. All in all series circuits are not now the best answer to the 
problem of supplying street lamps. But until recently, lack of other 
roeans of control left little other choice. 
The practice gradually developed to operate street lights 
from the regular ' lighting secondary supply mains which are used to serve 
domes~ic or conunercial customers, beg. inning in close 1 y built up urban 
areas where space considerations, personnel hazards and other related 
factors appeared to have greater economic significance. This is called 
the multiple system as opposed to a series system. Here the equ~pment 
is operated at constant voltagP. (120 or 240 volts) and supply is taken 
from conventional distribution transformers located located on po~es or 
in manholes. Th~ cost of transformer capacity .is greatly reduced, and, 
since conductors are used on a shared basjc:; with other services, equiv-
alent investment in conductors is reduced. Operation at secondary vol-
tage takes less space on poles or in duct lines and present s greatly 
reduced hazard to personnel. Yet with all these advantages there still 
remained the problem of control. 
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This problem was attacked originally by use of time clocks. 
Obviously, a time clock with an integral switch capable of turning on and 
off a street light is a simple and fairly inexpensive device. The only 
difficulty is that the time of turn-on and turn-off changes daily by a 
small amount. Summer turn-on and turn-off times vary widely from those 
in winter. Originally, adjustments were made weekly, a reasonable so-
lution wh~n labor was cheaper than now. Groups of lights were often 
controlled together to cut costs for clocks. Rising costs of labor stim-
ulated development of' the astronomical clock switch which automatically 
adjusted for the changes in the daily hours of daylight and darkness, 
thus elimating frequent resetting for turn-on and turn-off time. But 
the expense of these clocks limited their acceptance. 
The development of the photoelectric control solved the prob-
lem of control of street lighting and precipitated a wholesale change 
over to multiple service, as the method is called, for supplying street 
lighting from constant voltage lighting secondaries. Photoelectric con-
trols are relatively cheap; can be made in any range of precision and 
accuracy to suit the application; and can be mounted on the luminaire 
with consi.c;t;erable economic advantage. This solution to the control prob-
lem has made multiple service by far the preferred method of service and it 
is spreading gradually over widening sections of the country. 
At certain strategic geo graphical loca.tions where fuel and 
water are available, generating stations will be found . To provide for 
emergency bach1p and to maximize use of the most efficient plants, these 
are interconnected by transmission lines. At certain points on t he trans-
mission net·work, distribution supply lines take off toward major load 
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centers and terminate in distribution substations. Prom the distribution 
substations, distribution primary lines feeddirectly into the customer 
areas and by means of distribution line transformers, feed the second-
aries which feed directly to the customer. This is essentially the 
classification of utility plant which is recognized by all regulatory 
commissions including the Federal Power Commission. (See Figure 3.) 
It is at the distribution level where the difference in the 
series or multiple supply to street lighting shows. As mentioned above, 
one constant cuq:-ent transformer is needed for each series circuit. These 
transformers are of two types. One type 'in sizes up to around 60 KVA is 
installed in distribution substations. This. is a station type. Another 
. type is called a line type and is installed on poles and connected to a 
distribution primary line.' The differenc'e will be clear when the cost 
elements are assembled in a later chapter. The series wires extend to 
the lights by v1ay of overhead wires on poles or in underground conduit. 
On the other hand, the multiple lights are connected directly 
to the secondaries either on the same pole or by short connections to 
the nearest manhole or other source of supply. 
These basic physical principles of electricity supply will be 
helpful when applying the accounting methods later. 
o3 
CHAPTER VI I 
One of the elements in any lighting installation which 
affects profoundly the costs of service is the light source. Ever 
since man first discovered that fire could produce artificial light to 
dispel darkness, a steady unending search for better light sources has 
been under way. Electric light sources have been known for many years 
and have been employed in many forms while undergoing continuous 
improvement in efficiency. 
Perhaps the simplest electric :source of light and certainly 
one of the earliest is the open electric arc. This device consists 
simply of two solid conducting electrodes of suitable material separat-
·ed by a small air gap. Each is energized at a potential differing from 
th.e other through a current limiting device. When the t~ rods are 
touched an arc is formed in the gap 'which emits very brilliant light. 
Suc;;n a device is a fairly efficient source of light and as such was 
used extensively in the first part of the present centuryo Many varie- . 
ties and designs were produced but all have disappeared in the wake of 
the development of other more efficient sources. Flickering and 
( . r.· 
frequent need to replace the el'ectrodes are serious disadvantages. 
The next important light source to appear was the familiar in-
candescent lamp. This consists essentially of a metal wire or filament 
encased in a vacuum or low pressure inert gas within a glass bulbo 
Electric current is passed into the bulb through wires and t hence 
through the filament, heating it to incande,scence. More of these lamps 
are in use today for all purposes th an all other types combined . 
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There are several good reasons why this is so. ,These lamps are rela-
tively cheap and easy to make. They are fairly efficient, produce good 
quality of light and require no special auxiliary equipment. These 
lamps can operate on series circuits and can also operate on multiple 
constant voltage supply. Improvements in this lamp are still being 
made to provide higher light output and longer lamp life. 
. Some of the disadvantages of the incandescent lamp are that 
it is somewhat fragile due to the fine wire filamento It also has a 
relatively shor~ life compared to other light sources. Another charac-
teristic is that the filament usually produces an intense concentrated 
~pot of light which is blinding unless diffused by a suitable enclo-
sure. This can be turned to advantage when an optical system is used 
in the luminaire. In street lighting service, the incandescent lamp 
far outranks any other .source in n~ber of lamps in use, but in the 
larger sizes it is rapidly being replaced by. the more modern and far 
more efficient vapor discharge lamps. 
The first of the vapor discharge lamps to get serious consid-
eration in street lighting service was the sodium vapor lamp. This 
lamp, like all lamps in the vapor discharge familY,, consists of an 
elongated bulb or tube of glass .in which is sealed a measured amount of 
metallic sodium together with a small quantity of neon gas at low 
pressure. Two electrodes are sealed into opposite ends of the tube. 
When an electric current is passed between the electrodes, t he neon gas 
glows with the f arniliar red color seen in neon .sigh tubing. Heat gene~­
ated in the neon discharge melts and then vaporizes the sodium metal in 
the bulb. With predetermined conditions of current and voltage and 
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with a definite amount of sodium in r elation to the volume in the bulb, 
the sodium vapor will emit an intense yellow monochromatic light at 
very high efficiency in light units per watt of electric energy con-
sumed. The light is of the wavelength of the characteristic sodium 
line in the solar spectrum. 
Although, because of its high efficiency, this lamp is widely 
used in Great Britain, it has almost disappeared in this country. In 
spite of the high efficiency, serious disadvantages exist. First and 
most objectionable is the fact that the monochromatic yellow light makes 
human faces appear cadaverous. Rouge and other make-up appear like 
black smooches. Yet this very defect is advantageous for traffic 
lighting, since contrasts are enhanced. However, another more serious 
disadvantage is the fact that it is necessary to thermally insulate the 
sodium bulb or flask with a vacuum bottle to prevent heat from escaping, 
which would condense the sodium vapor. This construction produces a 
bulky cumbersome fixture in which it is most difficult to control and 
direct the light. Many of these units were in.stalled in the highways 
of this country, but most all have now disappeared, being replaced by 
more modern sources. 
The most successful vapor discharge lamp to date for use in 
street lighting appears to be the high pressure mercury vapor lrunp. 
This is similar to the sodiu171 lamp with mercury replacing sodium and 
6 
argon replacing neon. Dut there are marked differences i n construction 
and operation between the mercury lamp and the sodium lamp. In the 
mercury vapor lamp the mercury in t he more modern types is enclosed in 
a relatively small quartz tube instead of glass. In operation, the 
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mercury vapor athins a pressure of 5 to 8 atmospheres within the quartz 
tube and is raised to a very high temperature. Under these conditions 
the light emitted is not ' monochromatic as in the sodium. lamp,- but con-
tains various wavelengths of blues, greens, and yellows. The light is 
deficient in red. A fortunate circumstance however, is that the maxi• 
mum component of the light falls very ne~r the wavelength at which' the 
human eye sees most efficiently at very low levels of iilumination, 
namely, inthe blue green. In spite of the fact that the mercury lamp 
is less efficient than the sodium lamp in actual light output, the more 
suitable color of the light contributes more to its usefulness for such 
service as street lighting where relatively low levels of illumination 
are employed. 
The small quartz tube is enclosed in a larger glass envelope 
with gas at low pressure between the. two. This construction makes a 
convenient lamp to handle and install, not unlike a conventional incan-
descent lamp in physical size and appearance. These lamps can be used 
in almost any conventional optical systems in standard luminaires to 
fit almost any conditions encountered in routine application. Their 
use has gro\m enormously in the last few years, particularly in the 
large sizes. A further refinement which has affected mercury lamp 
acceptance is the application of phosphor coatings to the inside of the 
outer envelope. All vapor discharge lamps produce ultra violet light. 
It is possible to convert this ultra violet to visible l ight ·by means 
-
of fluorescent phosphors as in the familiar fluorescent lamp. For the 
high pressure mercury vapor lamp, phosphors are chosen bbich can with-
stand the high temperatures encountered and which will supply at least. 
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some of the missing spectral wavelengths such as orange a.ncl red. Very 
pleasing effects can be realized ancl at some increase in efficiency. 
These high pressure fluorescent mercury lamps are the very latest devel-
opment in the art and are constantly improving. These lamps have very 
long life. 
One other light source is deserving of mention in the street 
lighting field, namely 1 the fluorescmt lamp. This lamp is the familiar 
long glass tube which glows at relatively low brightness along its 
whole length. Physically this lamp is a ~ pressure mercury vapor dis-
charge !rump in which most of the initial . light output is ultra violet. 
Practically all of the ultra violet is transformed to visible light in 
the phosphor coating on the inside of the tube. This process is kno\~ 
as fluorescense, hence the name of the lamp. 
Proponents of this light source for street lighting point to 
) 
the low brightness of the relative! y large source with relative! y ·low 
glare. Light which approaches daylight in color can be produced at very 
high efficiencies. Long lamp life is a characteristic of these lrunps. 
\'lith all of these advantages, one major disadvantage remains 
in application of these lights. The long linear shape of the lamp makes 
it very difficult to control the light without use of unreasonably large 
optical devices. While this light source lends itself very well to 
lighting broad plazas and parking areas, there is still some controversy 
as to its suitability for narrow streets. 
t 
Inspection of the three modern light sources (incandescent, 
mercury vapor, and fluorescent) will show that the economic aspects of 
their application differ widely. Hence, it is necessary to show costs 
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differently for each/ type of source as well as for different sizes of 
each source. Following are the compar ative characteristics of e ach: 
Incandescent Mercury Vapor Fluorescent 
First Cost of Lamp Low High Medium 
Auxiliary Equipment Needed No Yes Yes 
Efficiency Lumens per Watt * 20 approx. SO Approx. 60 appr ox. · 
Relative Cost of Luminaire Equip. Low Low High 
Life of Lamp 1500-2000 hrs. 6000 hrs. 7500 hrs. 
Color of Light Orange Yellow Yellow Green Daylight 
Relative Maintenance Cost Low Low High 
The auxiliary equipment referred to in the table is the ballast 
or currer1t limiting device which is inherently part of any vapor dis-
char ge l amp installation. This of course increases the investment cost 
and partly offsets the gai n in lumen efficiency over the incandescent 
lamp. The standard unit of luminous flux (light energy) is the lUmeri . 
Reference to the types of equipment in this chapter will be 
made when costs schedules are assembled in a later chapter. It is 'nee-
essary to see what form the rates . take and what the units of measure-
ments are. Obviously some standard of measurement must be taken or no 
rate structure is possible. Electricity is measured in teDns of avail-
ability and energy, but how are investment charges and operating charges 
( 
measured and further, how are all charges combined into one convenient 
figure, easily quoted and applied. Severalc fortunate circumstances 
combine to facilitate thi s problem for street lighting. 
* 4 , p. 9 
In the first place, the annual hour s bur ning is the same 
everywhere--around 4000 hours. Fur thermore, s t reets t end to be of 
stand ard width and can be grouped int o four classes - Commercial, Heavy 
or Light Traffic, and Residential. Hence, required illumination l evels 
tend to follow patterns. * As might be expected, equipment readily 
falls into groups or classes which may be used as a basis for price pat-
terns. Actually, with three or four sizes of lights, rated by lumen 
output, for each of the three currently used light sources, practically 
all application require'mcnts can be met. Since price levels affecting 
investment, operation, and electricity charges will ordinarily be 
assumed constant (for the duration of a rate schedule) a flat annual 
charge can be applied which will make metering of electricity unneces-
s ary. In actual practice with most companies, not over ten lamp sizes 
are included in the rate schedule. 
A description of ea~h luminaire unit, such as constitutes an 
i ndi vidual item in the rate schedule, is given below. Of course, vari-a-
tions in the equipment items which make up the luminaire will be al ways 
present. Different manufacture, design, and sty~es for different 
applications will affect the outward appearance of the luminaire unit, 
but the lamp size and lumens generated as well as the type of light 
source are the factors which set the rate class. 
The smallest practical unit is the 1000 lumen incandescent 
luminaire. (A few smaller sizes are in use but not enough to be of im-
por'tance.) This luminaire consists of a bracket for mounting on a pole , 
a head or hood for holding the lamp socket, and a shade or reflector for 
* 4, p. 14 
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shiel ding or directing the light. Also a part of t he luminaire are 
wires and connections for connecting the luminaire to the supply con-
ductors. In the case of the mult iple luminaire , a photo control is in-
cluded., While there are a great number of these units still i n use , 
more than any other size, they are useful only to provide spots of 
light at particular points. Anything like continuous roadway light ing 
is vir tually impossible. Consequently, installation of this size is de-
creasing rapidly and only the most inexpensive equipment is at all 
justified. 
The next smallest unit is the ~500 lumen incandescent unite 
This size uses exactly the same equipment as the 1000 lumen unit with 
t he except ion that in some applications refracting glassware can be 
used i nstead of ·a reflector to provide reasonably conti nuous roadway 
lighti ng at very low levels of illuminationa This size is probably the 
smallest practical size under present standards of highway lighting. 
Incandescent units are presently furnished i n four other 
sizes, namely, 4000 lumen, 6000 lumen, 10,000 lumen , and 15 ,000 lumen. 
Brackets, hoods, optical assemblies, wiring, and control (if multiple) 
are all similar for these units. A very few larger sizes, 20,000 lumen 
for example, are in use in old equipment but as a ' general rule large in-
candescent lamps are being discontinued in favor of the much more 
efficient mercury vapor lamp. 
The smallest mercury vapor lamp size is the 100 watt ratingo 
This lamp comes in a clear 3500 lumen size, a silver \mite 4000 lumen 
size and a color improved 3300 lumen size. Except for a fluorescent 
coating. on the l atter two, the lamps are i dentical and all three are 
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fur nished in a luminaire at 3500 lumen nominal ratint~ . Illumination pro-
duced by this lamp is such that good continuous lighting can be pr ovided 
with suitable luminaires. The luminaire consists of a bracket, a hood 
or head and a glass enclosed reflector-refractor optical assembly . (For 
I 
some isolated installations a simple reflector is used.) As previously 
noted, a ballast must be used with mercury vapor lamps and this is con-
tained in the head. A photo control mourited on the head completes the 
assembly. Since practically all mercury vapor lamps are being 
installed multiple, a photo control is nearly always included. 
The next size mercury vapor lamp is the no~inal 7000 lumen 
175 watt group. 'Ibis lamp is furnished also in the clear, silver white, 
and color improved versions with ratings of 7000, 7700 and 6700 lumens 
respectively. Essentially the same luminaire equipment is used with 
t hi s lamp as with the 3500 lumen size. 
The next group is the 250 Watt 11,000 lumen nominal group. 
These are 11,000, 13,000, and 10,500 lumens for the clear, silver white 
and color improved respectively. With thi.s lamp and all larger sizes, 
use of a horizontal luminaire is justified by the greater efficiency 
obtained. Burning the lamp in t~e horizontal position enables use of a 
reflector configuration which in co-ordination with a suitable glass 
refractor places nearly twice as much light on the road as with old 
style vertical luminaires. While these luminaires cost more to pur-
chase and install, the net benefit to the customer from added light out-
put more than offsets the added price paid in the rate charged. The 
economics of this will be clear in the final schedules of costs. It 
should be here recognized that a continuing development and improvement 
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of equipment is in progress. As \IJi th other utility equipment, original-
ly field assembled units are more and more often being built as f actory 
units with consequent savings. Luminaires forme r ly were completely as-
sembled in the field. Bracket and hood, ballast, control, etc., were all 
assembled and installed on the pole separately. The modern tendency is 
toward one single unit complete in itself , factory ass~nbled. 
The next size is the 400 watt mercury vapor group. T\'.0 dis-
tinct sub-groups exist in this group. The 15,000 lumen mercury vapor 
lamp is an .obsolete type, which served its purpose in introducing and 
promoting mercury vapor lighting in the street and highway field. It 
has largely been supplanted by the more modern and more efficient 21,000 
lumen group which uses no more power but produces 1/3 more light with 
better color characteristics. Ratings of 21,000, 23 , 000, and 20,500 
lumens respectively for the clear, s.ilver \'lhite and color improved vari-
eties are presently quoted. These lamps operate with the same 400 watt 
ballast and are used in the same type of horizontal luminaires as are 
the 15,000 lumen group. The 21,000 lumen group today probably furnishes 
.more lumens for street lighting than all other lamps put together. 
Larger mercury vapor lamps. in ratings of 700 watts and 1,000 
watts are made and equipment is available for their use. Except for wide 
streets and plazas in a few special locations, they have not yet f ound 
wide use in street lighting. Present levels of illumination recommended 
and present widths and layout of streets tend to favor use of the 21 , 000 
lumen unit for all main streets and the smaller units for residential 
and other streets .• 
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Fluorescent luminair es for s treet ligh ts come in several sizes 
as do mercury vapor luminaires, bu t wide acceptance of this ligh t source 
has no t ye t been realized. This l uminaire is the most highly uni t ized 
of all. A typical 21,000 lumen unit has four lamps with ballasts al l 
contained in a plastic enclosed reflector unit. Only the cont rol i s sep-
arate. Smaller units resemple the larger except for size. One of the 
characteristics of these luminaires which has retarded acceptance is 
their large size and weight, making both purchase and installation 
expensive. 
The foregoing ·is a brief and general description of the more 
common types of luminaires in use in most utilit~ systems. They are 
the types which are installed on existing wood pole lines and fed from 
l i nes on t he poles. 
Luminaires which are fed ~rom underground conductors are 
exact ly the same except that special poles are necessary to support 
t hem. These poles, from an accounting standpoint, become part of the 
luminaire and add directly to its cost as such. Supply wires are con-
nected to system supply at the nearest manhole or connection box. 
Certain special and non-standard luminaires will be found on 
al l ut"ility systems, but the number will be so few and they will be so 
old that they can be disregarded insofar as overall costs are concerned. 
The foregoing classes of luminaires for the several sizes of 
lamps are described in detail because it is for such units in this 
form that the final cost figures will be assembled. 
J A typical rate schedule with the classes outlined as aqove 
is attached. 
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'-sUBURBAN11 ELECTRIC COMPANY 
STREET LIGHTING RATES 
COST OF SERVICE 
Size of Street Light 
Lumens 
Incandescent Lights 
1000 
2500 
6000 
10000 
10000 .Twin Unit 
Mercury Vapor Lights 
350(1 
7000 
11000 
15000 
15000 Twin Unit 
21000 
21000 Twin Unit 
Annual Price 
per Unit 
$18.00 
28.00 
65.00 
75.00 
133.00 
40.00 
55.00 
80.00 
95.00 
173.00 
100.00 
183.00 
The above prices are for street lights supplied 
with electricity through overhead conductors. The 
annual price of each size o'f street lil'!'ht supplied 
with electricity through underground condueton, 
will be determined by adding $20.00 to the price of 
1uch size as set forth in the above schedule. 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
The above price·s are for street lights to bfl 
operated each and every night from one-half hour 
after sunset until one-half hour before sunrise ti 
total of approximately 4000 hours each :vear. 
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CHAPTER VII I 
It is now poss i ble to proceed to the actual mechanics of cost 
analysis. The technique employed in t he method here developed makes use 
of forms which were deaigned especially for the purpose. On the several 
lines and in the columns on the for.ms are s paces for certain data which 
are identified as to source. The proper operations are indicated in 
sequence to arrive at the desired solution. The general scheme of the 
method follows an analysis-synthesis sequence. ~he elements of cost 
are abstracted from the accounting data and then are recombined to pro-
vide whole amounts which represent the whole cost of a service unit, 
directly related to the charge to be billed to the customer. 
A street light rate should be essentially a flat rate. This is 
so because t he annual load factor is constant and the annual consumption 
of energy is constant for a given size lamp. Moreover, for the di.fferent 
t ypes of light source lamps are manufactured in discret e sizes which 
differ i n steps by approximately two to one in lumen output. Lamps are 
usually rated in watts, but by convention lamps used for street lighting 
have also been rated in lwnen output. It is therefore by lumen rating 
that rate schedules have been set upr a different set of ratings fo r 
e·a.ch light source.4fo This allows different light sources with widel y 
var,ying wattage of lamps to be compared on a lumen output basis. That 
this is reasonable can be seen by recognition of the fact that it is 
light that the customer is purchasing in this case, not electrio~ty alone. 
Furthermore, with rates in this for.m overall efficiency of the s everal 
# See typical rate sheet attached. 
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lamp sizes in the vari ous sources can be compared i n terms of lumens per 
dollar per year. Thus a given size of l amp by l wnon output, of ~ given 
type of li ght source, in a conventional luminaire, operating at constant 
load factor for ~ne year will accrue a certain definite cost which, for 
the same company, will at a constant price level be the same year after 
year. Since constant prices are assumed (see Cambridge Case), this is 
the form in which costs will be accumulated.* Four or five lamp sizes 
for each of the three common light sources will give a schedule of not 
more than tw.:; lve to fi:f'baen rates par company. Actually, most companies 
have much less than this number nn fi 1 e. offerin1~ only tho more efficient 
si zes and sources. 
One variation that should be considered in a cost analysis of' 
\ 
t his t ype is .the manner in which the lights are supplied with electricity . 
As noted above, supply may be either .multiple or series. Calculation for 
both types of supply will show which is the more economical. As will be 
seen , calculation of costs for multiple supply is the more simple and 
wi l l be discussed first. 
The source of data is the annual reports to the Nassachusetts 
- ~ 
Department of Public Utilities and the I<'ederal Power Commission.'i'r 
c~rtain other data is contained in the financial reports and operating 
records of the ten operating companies which are here analyzed. 
The immediate probl~ is how to extract the data and combine 
it into the desired final rate units. 
Previously it has been the practice to set up hypothetical 
# See F.P.C. and D.P.U. Report Sheets 
* 13, P• 11. 
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street light systems with physical units of' plant designated. These 
. 
systems were worked out to be as close as physically possible to the 
existing system. Then by appraisal and estimate the plant value was 
segregated and valued. This is a formidable process as mentioned in 
the first chapter above. But some means is necessa~ to separate out 
that part of the whole utility plant vrhich supplies street lights as 
a joint cost.* 
The method in use here is to assume ·a hypothetical street 
light system in an accounting sense only~~ without regard to the phys-
ical_ configuration except for the number and size of' lamps in service. 
Assuming such a hypothetical system1 in accounting terms only 1 the 
data can easily be extracted and combined without the necessity to 
r esort to estimating. Costa are assembled in exactly the sequence 
which was indicated in Chapter IV 1 the four items being z 
1. Availability or Demand Cost 
2. Cost of' Energy 
3. Cost of' Utilization Investment 
4. Cost of' Utilization Operation 
In order to simplify collection of data and --insure consistent 
processing by uniform procedure forms were designed in which the data 
could be inserted with the proper operations indicated. The first form 
is used to detennine the availability o~ demand cost (see Sheets 1M and 
lS). These two forms are designed for a multiple and a series system 
respectively. The Ilultiple System \'Till be considered first. 
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An examination of Sheet l M wil l dis c lo,se t ho proc edure used . 
Item 1 is t he tota l Pl ant Investment of the company which tho Cormnis-
sions have allowed to be prudently inves t ed . (The sources are indicated 
- F.P .C. means Federal Power Conniss i on Report and D.P.U. means Hassa-
.11-
ohusetts Department of Public Utilities) ;u· Line 2 is the total plant 
used in Produ~tion, Transmission and Distribution of electricity in the 
company under consideration. This amount excludes C',eneral Plant vthich 
includes equipment such as transportation equipment, etc., which cannot 
be directly allocated to any of the abov~ functions. Line 3 is the plant 
value of consumers' meters ru1d services vmich have no part in street 
lighting . This runount is therefore subtracted from Line 2 to give Line 
4 which is the total actual Production, Transmission and Distribution 
Plant, of which a part is a l locable to street lir;hting. To this amount 
must be added a prorated part of General Plant - an operation whiqh is 
carried out in Lines 5, 6, and 7 to give the total Production, Trans-
mis s ion, Distribution , and Genera l Plant vmich is to be allocated . I t 
has been said above that since street lighting has the same hours use 
of demand as the whole company load and is on peak, the street lighting 
electricity cost should be the company average cost . Hence, the al l o-
cable plant in Line 7 is allocated in the proportion that the street 
lighting total demand bears to the total company load. This is pe rfor.med 
in Lines B, 9, and 10. Now dividine the value of plant investment allo-
oated to street lighting be the kilowatt demand of the street lighting 
load will give in Line 11 the dollars of plant investment per kilowatt 
4/: See F.P.G. and DoP . U. Report Sheets 
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of stret::t 1 i.. t;htin [~ loud. 'fh~ cs. r ry:l.n1~ ch.ar ~;es on this o.rnount per ki lo-
watt will be the demand ohe.rg;c per kilowatt for stroet lightin~ •. This 
is the amoun·t in Line 12. Since losses i n electricity are always 
encountered in any utility system and since certain unfors~en costs 
always arise, a percentage is added to this amount to give a net cost 
of investmen·t per kilowatt in Line 13. l~or certain purposes not con-
nectod with the present probll'lm Li.ne 14 is included to show the oost 
in mils per kilowatt hour f'or the demand portion of the street light 
load. This is a. fit;ure which expresses :the demand portion of the cost 
of eaoh kilowatt hour sold for street lic.;htinr:. It is in the nature of' 
a fixed coat. 
Bxciept for the om:tasion of the plant investment for meters 
and customers services (a minor percentage of' the total) th~ final 
fig;ure obtained in Line 13 as a demand charge per kilowatt hour is a 
function of total gross plant. ·while ~plant or rather plant l ess 
depreciation plus materials and suEplies is tho formula used by the 
Commissions for a r~te base , gross plant can be used without serious 
error if the percentage taken for carryin(j charges is adjusted properly.* 
This is possible because the depreciation r(')serve of most compan:i.es 
.. '-
tends t,.,ward a figure berb'ween 20 and 30 percent. For the ten conpanies 
oonsiderod in this study the lowest figure for the reserve is 19 ·per-
oent and the hie;hest 33 percent. Most run around 25 percent. With 
time these figu~!!ls tond to move close tor;cther. Haterials and supplies 
tend to be proportioned to gross plant" The most cogent reason for use 
... 13, pp 3-4. 
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of gross plant is to get a conunon basis u~1on which to compare the several 
companies on a relative basis. Adjnstment in the final results can he 
easily made to improve absolute accuracy. Ry means of. !this she~t l.M 
the demand charge per kilowatt can be calculated easily and rapidly . 
(See discussion of assumptions and probable e rror below). 
' 
The costs for each lamp size and for each type of light source 
are collected on another sheet,, .3M. Columns are arranged vertically, 
one for each size and type of lamp. On the several lines are inserted 
the various items of cost. On Line 1 the type and lumen rating of the 
lamp is inserted. On Line 3 is the watt rating of the lamp. In Line 
3 the lamp rating is in kilowatts (1 kilowatt = 1000 watts) multipli~d 
· by the per kilowatt demand ')harge :'rom s heet 11.!, Li ne 13, r:ivinc the 
annual demand charge fo r that sir.l'l lamp. In Line 4 is the annual cmcrc;y 
charge composed of the kilowatt lrunp .r atinr: multiplied by 4000 hours 
multiplied by the cost of produced and/or purchased power for the ;rear 
for the total o'ompany use. Thi.s fi c;ure can be obtained from the company 
f~nancial report or from t he OQillr.lission reports. It will usually run 
between six and fourteen mils per kilowatt hour ·depending on whethe r or 
not the company has generating equipment or purchases most of its 
requirements. 
It is worth noting that the figure on Line 14, Sheet 1, is the 
difference be~veen the figure mentioned here and the total cost per kilo-
watt hour. As outlined in Chapter V above, demand charges accunulated 
in a wholesale company can be considered part of the energy charges when 
passed on to a retail company. Hence, it might be expected that a 
company with la r ge production facilities would have a hiGh demand chnrge 
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and a low energy chaq;e, while a purely rot:;o.il company would havo a. l ow 
internal demand cha.r~e and a. hi r;h cneq~y charge. This in fact wil l be 
seen in the results below. 
The sum of Lines 3 and 4 is the total power or electricity 
cost for the lamp. 
In Line u the utilization cllaq;e is inserted. This charge is 
assmnbled for each size of lmnp from a set of costs which are tal:en from 
an estlna.tinc sheet. (See samples). These sheets are prepared for 
groups of lamp sizes. By convonl:;ional practice in tho industry certain 
combinations of equipment have become over the years traditionally 
associated with certain size la.mps. Thus, small incand•':)s cent lamps are 
·used in one type of lunina.ire and la.rr;(~ incandescent lamps on another. 
Sn~ll me rcury vapor lamps are used in another type of lt~ina.ire and 
lar;:;e mercury vapor lamps in a still ·different type. These types are 
cenerally independent of different manufacturers' variations insofar as 
performance, application , and cost aro concerned. Fluorescent lumin-
aires a r e so recent in development that grouping of typos is not so 
easy. Although no sheet is included here for this light source, it 
would be very easy to calculate the utilization charge in the manner 
indicated. 
rhe procedure for calculating the utilization cost is clearly 
indicated on tho estimating sheet. J,iatoria.l is listed and costs totaled, 
stores handling char~es are added, and a labor cost is added. A carry-
ing chare;e on this total amount so accumulated (in this case 15~~) is the 
required uti lization cost)~' 
# See sheet for carrying charges. 
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Referrinr; to Shoe't 3H ·bho utilization cosi::a as found for the 
several lamp sizes are inser-ted in the vertical columns under the 
respective lamp sizes in Line 6. 
• 
Op~ra.tion costs in Line 7 aro taken from the .operating company 
expense accounts. · For the Massachusetts D.P.U. Heporta this is Account 
' E;..654 and for the fi'.P.C. Report, Account: 763. Certain subdivisions of 
thes-e accounts will in some companies appear necessary, but where the 
accounts are so subdivided the proper figures to use . are obvious. A 
formula is devised to prorato and allocate these accounts over the total 
lamp size gl:'?ups iri the con1pany system. See attached sheets covering 
_J:illocation of operating cpsts. Note that these operating costs will 
apply to either series or multiple operation since lamp coats and labor 
costs are roughly the same for .either system. The -operating costs as 
found are inserted in the proper columns in Line 7 on Sheet 3M. 
Addition of ~he i~ems in Lines 5, 6, and 7 will give the 
required 'total annual cost figure in.Line a. Lines 9 and 10 are for 
comparison with existing rates in effect. 
This i~ the final result as found in the method as h~re devel-
oped for multiple operation. Using this method,figures have been worked 
out for several sizes of incandescent and mercury vapor l~ps for ten 
) . 
operating companies. These results are shown on a sheet labele9- l.Iultiple 
Chart. The severS:! elements of cost are shown separately.. A detailed 
discussion of this chart, together with the corresponding series chart; 
follows a description of the development or serd.es system costs. 
f3 ' 7 
" 
Determination of the demand charge for the series system is 
somewhat more complicated than that for th~ multiple system. Certain 
assumptions must be made, the validity of which will be discussed later. 
It is first assumed that the series system, at the time that this . study 
covers, is in place and can serve tho total area. It is assumed that 
adequate constant current transformer capacity is available for the 
existing demand. It should be noted here that tvro types of constant 
current transfo~1ers are in general use: those located in substations, 
and those mounted on line poles. There ~11 be a difference in the allo-
cation of distribution plant because of this fact~ 
Turning to Sheet lS it will be seen that the first four lines 
are exactly the same as those in Shoot lH, and that Line 4 contains the 
total actual Production, Transmission and Distribution Plant, of vrhich a 
part is allocable to street lighting~ At this point it is necessary to 
introduce a somewhat complicated calculation because of the fact that two 
v--...? 
types of constant current transformers are used ·which take their supply 
from ~ro different points on the supply syst~~ thereby incurring a dif-
ferent demand cost burden. Substation type constant current transfor.ners 
do not require any distribution line inve·stment since the supply comes 
direct from the distribution substation. (See Figure 3.). Line type · 
constant transformers, ho'Vrever, are supplied from the distribution 
primary feeders, and, therefore, a. portion of the investment for such 
primary feeders must be included in the .demand cost. The allocation is 
-, 
performed by collecting in Line 5 all accounts covering al l di st ribution 
conductors and conduit.. The throe items shown o.ro taken from System 
Accounts. Systom Accounts refers to an accounting procedure which is 
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common to the ten cor'lpnni('S surveyed in tl1 is study . The necount numbr:n; 
vdll be t·ncoor i.z ed as the :identie a. l accounts i n the Jiassuchusetts D . i '. U. 
Uniform S ~rstem of:' Accounts but with certain decimal subdivisions added. 
The reason f'or the s ubd:i vioi ons and the us (~ of tho Systf;m Accounts here 
is thai~ all states clo not subdi. vide th ~lir rno.:i.n accounts in exactly the 
same manner. Th~:1sc subdivisions can ho obtained, how<':lver, jf S ~rstem 
Accounts an1 not aYaU.ablc, by a process of subtraction between the F' .1•.c. 
accounts and the accounts in the s ovora l statt!l corronission reports. 1'he 
actual acaounting, technique need not be described here. Line 5 includes 
all investwmt in distribution conduc·bors, primary and secondary. An as-
aumption is made on Line G that the value of this invostr.1ent is equally 
di vidcd be-bile en pr:hmry and secondary conductors. 
In LJ.ne 7 is der:i.ved by subtraction all Production, Transmission, 
and Distribu·tion plant concerned vri tp. street lightine; up to and including 
. 
distribution substations, always excludin ~ , of cours(l, consumers' meters 
and services investment. System Account 125.2.3 covers investment in 
Distribution Poles and Fixtures. In Lino 8 the plant investment as-
sembled is all of that up to the primary of a line transforrncr. The 
operations are cl(')arly indicated and can be followed by frequent reference 
tci Figure l. In Lines 9, 10, and ll the company series stroct li~ht 
demand is figured for station type constant current transformers, line 
typo constant current transfon1ers, and for the total. In Lines 9 
through 18 the total plant invcstmont to supply tho constant current 
transfonners is figured in much the sa.mo manner as was done for the 
multiple system by allocating the investment in the same proportion as 
the two street light demands, one for each typo of con5tant current 
transfor1ner, bear to the total cmnpa.ny demand. 'Phis eives in effect the 
total plant investment needed to make available electricity to the input 
of all of the two kinds of constant current transformers. In Lines 19 
through 24 th~ investment in constant current tra.nsfonners and all street 
lighting conductors are added to ~ive in Line 24 all equipment except 
distribution poles and fixtures. Poles and fixtures are allocated in 
htnes 25 and 26, and finally in Line 27 is the total investment in plant 
to serve street lighting. 
It will be remembered that in the multiple allocation this 
plant and equipment was allocated on a straight demand basis according to 
the wattage of the lamp. A more or less critical inspection of the nature 
of a series system will disclose that not all of the elements of. plant 
and equipment involved in hrinr,ing electricity to a series luminaire will 
be allocable directly as the lamp watts. For example, the amount of in-
vestment in the series wire which loops around the streets of the munici-
pality will be neither increased or decreased by changinG the lamp sizes. 
On the other hand installation of new lamps may require extension of or 
I ; 
addition to this vnre. Investment in poles is unaffected in any way by ·a 
change in lamp size, but additional lamps may mean additional poles. 
Hence, in ge~al, all of the equipment up through the constant current 
transformers is allocated by kilowatt demand of the lamp just as on the 
multiple system, while the equipment beyond the constant current trans-
formers, that is to say, street light conductors and conduit and an allo-
cated portion of the line poles, is allocated on a per lamp basis . This 
process is carried out in Lines 28 and 29. In Lines 30 through 36 
General Plant is allocated and added. In Lines 37 through 43 the two 
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phases of allocable investment are worlcod out exactly as for the multiple 
system, one on a. per kilowatt basis and one on a. per lamp basis •. Line 
40 is the annual per kilowatt demro1d oha.rge and Line 43 is the annual 
per lamp demand oha.ree. 
Turning to sheet 3S, the same oolumns and lines appear as in 
sheet 3M exoept that there are of oourse two lines for the two annual 
demand oharsea aa round in sheet lS. Assembly or the total annual ooata 
for the different ai!e lwmpa is performed in exaotly the a~e n~nner as 
for the multiple system. Exoept for the .oomplioation resulting from the 
peouliar nature of' th~ series system the two prooesses are essentially 
alike. This is, in essence, the method derived here !'or oost finding. 
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STREET LIGHT!~ ST!Df 
C(Sf ~YSIS .. llllTIIU: 
11:11.\Nl OSf f~ snm Ll GfT I NG .. IIJIJ I PtE UJ It IZAT I!J4 
i. Total Plant Investment (F.P.C. Page 62 tine 00) 
2. Total Prod., frn. & Dist. Pld t.P.c. Page 61 tine 34 ~ tine 46 .f. tine 62) 
3. Meters, Services and St. ltg. Syst811 G='.P.C. Page 61 tine 58/ tine 57/ tine 61) 
4. Total Prod., Trn. & Oist. less lleters, Services 111d St.ttg. Sys. {line 2 tess tine 3),_} of t ine I 
S. Total ~ral Plant (F.P.C. Page 62 Line 79) 
6. __J of Total General PI lilt OJse % in Line 4) 
7. Total P., T. & D. l.ess·.Meters, Services and St. Hg. Sys.· {.% ,of General Plant (Above line 4 .f. Line 6) 
S.. Peak r;o.p..., Area Dalm:t tDJ'.U •. Page 427) Coirddant 
9 •. Caleulated Street tiljlt Deland- (~llll~) 
. . 
_J. of Line 8 
10. _J. of line 7. Total Plant lnv. to Serve lllltiple Street tiljlting (\Jsa % in line 9} 
II. Plant Jnvest.ent per Kl to Serve Street liljlting (tine 10 Ofvfcild by tine 9) 
12. Tal'S ~ of tine II as Atroal lrwest. Olarge 
13. Add tosses _& of tine 12 to get .Arrual ne.. Olarge per KV 
14. Mils per Kif for 4llD hotr use (De.and Cost ()lly) 
C~iled By 
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STREET LIGHTING STUDV 
C(Sl AtW.YSIS ··SERIES 
~--· -·----
I. Total Pla11f. !rrl'es~men! (r .P.C. Pilqe 62 line BJ) •• , , •• , , • , • , , •••••• , , , • , ••• , • , , 
2, Total P.·od,. Iran::,, & Oist, P:ant (f.P.C. Paqe fil Uneo 34 /Ltne 46 ~line 62) ••• , . ~of Une I 
3. lletn, Sl!l·vi ~, line Traro, & St. Ltg. Sys. (r .P.C. Page 61 Line 57~ Lire 58~ Line 5~ 61) ••••• 
4, Total P., T. & O. Less Meters, Servlm, Line Trars. and Street ltg. Syst11111 (Line 2 ·lire 3) ••• , •••• . 
5, Oist, O.K. & U.G. Cc;nd.t.-t<n, & U,G, CordJlts (~ys. Ace. 125.2.4 / 127.2,2 ~ 126.2.2) •• , , •••••• , • 
6. 1/l of ll ne ·s (Assune I r~-es tment split I /2 ~ l1.ar y & 1/2 S!r.ood3ry) , • • • , • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • 
7. P., f, & 0, Urrucjl Dlst. Stbl.ht \on; (l.l ne 2 ,. Line 3 ~ Line 5 Q Sys, Ace. 025,2,3) •••••••••••• 
B. P., T, & 0. to pr!lury of line kars. (Lire 2 • Une 3 " Line 6) ••••• , ••••••••••• , ••••• 
9, Total C.C. Trars. Capacity (Not Including Spares). , ••• , • , •• , , •••••• , , • , ••••• 
10. Total Substation C.C. Y~are, Capacity (Not lncl~ng Spares) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~of Line 9 
II. Total Line C.C. Trans. Capacity (Ncrt including Spares), •••• , , ••• , ••••••• -------~ of ~lne . 9 
12. Total C~any area demand (colncldmt:) • •• , • , •• , • , , , •••• , • , , , , , , • -:-:-:-. , , • , , , 
13. Calwlated Series Street Lie# La~ ()z111and ••••••••• , , •• , , •••• , • • • -~ pf Line 12 
H. ~Cal c. Ser. Oem. (Use~ In Line 10) (S~..W. by Trars. In Line JO via Plant Llrs7) -~of Line 12 
J). ~-~ Calc, Ser, Oe111. (Use~ in Lim JJ) (S~W. by Trars, In Lire II via Plant LtreB) -~of Lire 12 
16. --% of Line 7 Total f\-od,, Trsreo & Oist, lnwst~nent to S1.4JPI y Sib, C. C. Trans. (Use ITnllne 14) ••• 
17. -~ of Line 8 Total Ptod,, Trars. & Oist. lrtieshent to S~.WIY Lire C,C, Tr-ar\'1, (Use% In Line IS) ••• 
18. TotaiPrcd., Trars. & Olst, Plant lnvestlll!mt to s1.4JP iy C.C, Trans. (Lire 16 ~Lire 17) ••••••••••• , 
19. St.bstati0'1 Equipment Street Lighting (SJS, kc, 123.2.3). , • , ••• , •••••••• , •• , • , ••••• 
20. lnvestiDent In Line Type C.C. Trars, (Actml rr Estimate), ••••• , ••• , , ••• , •• , •• , • , , • , 
21. O,H. Lines Street Ltg. (Sys, Ace. 325.2.5) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
22. U.G. Con<h:hrs Street ltg. (Sys. Ace. 127,7,3) ••••• , ••••••• , , ••••••••••••• , • , 
23, U,G. Cond.Jit StreErt Lighting (Sys. ~cc, J26,2.3) ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• 
24. Total INesbnent to Street Ltg. exc~t pol89 (Lines 18 ~ 19 ~ 20 121 ~ 22 /23) ••••••• • • ,_ •• • ••• 
25, Poles and Flxtu·"es Dlst, (Sys. Ace. 125.2.3) •••••••••••••••• , •••••• , ••••••••• 
26. ~ of Poles & fhhres Dlst, (Usa~ In Lire D) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
27, Total lll(est~nl!nt to Street Ltg. Including pole plant (Line 24 ~lire 26) •••••••••••••••• , •• 
· 28. Plant ,4,1 locable on Kf Bas is (Lines 18 j 19 I 20) ••••••••••••••••••• , • ~ of Line 27 
29. Plant Allocable on pOC' lamp basis (Lim 21 ~ 'l2 ~ 23 ~ 26) •••••••••••••••• _J of Line 27 
ll. G!nli'al Plant (f .P .C. Page 62 Line· 79) •• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• 
31. ~ of Gell!'?"al Plant (Use% In Line 2) ••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 
32. -~f. of AllocitP.d Gereral Plant In Line 31 (Use~ In Line 13) ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • 
33. --~ of General Plar:t In Line Jl Allocablt on per Kl Basis (Use~ In Lire 28) •• , , ••••••••• , 
34. --~of GI!M"'al Plant In Line 32 Allocebln on per lamp basis (Use~ In Lire 29), ••• , •••••••• 
35, Total inmttent Including ~reral Plad Allocable on per Kl basi~ (Line 28 I 33) •••••••••••••• 
36. Total lrrtesbent lrclud!ng General Plant Allocable on per lanp basis (Lines 29 ~ 34), ••••• , •• , ••• 
37, Total Nu!tler of h~ n AI[ Sizes (SerlM). , ••••• , • , •••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
38. lrrtest~~~ent per KV to serve Street Llr#lng (line 35 divlmd by Lire 13) • , ••• o •• , •••••••••• 
39. At ~ Int. ()large AITUil per Ki cost ••••• , •••••••••••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • 
40. Arti-% frr losses to take per KU OMand Charge ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
41. lnvesttant per lamp to serve street lighting (Line 36 divided by Line 37) •••••••••••••••• • • 
-------
42, At ~ Int. Q-.arge Ani'IUIJ per laiiiP cost •••••••••••••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • · -----
43. Ad:!-~ for lossm to Make per IMp Oelilard Olarge ••••••••• o •••••••••••• • • • • • • 
C~iled By Date 
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. :> I E!.ECTRIC PLANT_ IN SERVICE (Accaunt 1cill.1) ~ ~ 
-~ 1. Report below the ori~naf ccm of elednc plant in senice mrdina to prescribed accoul)ta. . . . ~!.. 
! 2.. . Do not include as adJustments. com:ctions of additions and 'retirements for the i:uri-ent or the p~ina year. Such item& ~ld be indud.d in coiUIIIft (q ~;;: 
i .or (d) as appropriate. · · · · _ . _ : . _ § -g ::~ 3. Credit adjustments of plant accounts should be enclosed in parentheses to indicate the ne,atiYe effect of luc:h amounts. § :1 4. Rec~ifications or transfers within utility plant accounts should be shown in column (f). @ i. 
r·-.•,-_-----"•-•-• 111 . I ~~nninl(: · . ·~·--w-M•• . I . • . : I . - . . I sa;:c; ~: 
~neo . Aa:ount ~ _ . of year • AdcfotiDncS ! . Retirements · · . : . · _AdJustmeats · . : . : T111111f- . ~ . .nd of,_. ~: _ 
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a t ! INTANGIBLE PUNT ! $ c.! S . · c.! S . C.,$ · c.• S . ·· c., S c. ~: 
~ 2 ! (301 ) Orpniz:ati~n-----------~-----1 1 ! : ! ~: ~ t - • . I . • e· - · I . _ I ~ . "I ~: 
: 3 , (302) -Franchises and con-.ts.. ••• ----: . . . 1 _ . 1: 1 · · ! _ . 1 : : 
I : : (303) T~::::;: i=~~~~::t~::::::=:=::j========::::j __ ~_:::::::::::]=:=::::::::::::::t: --==.:--~-J===~:==::I1 
~ 6 STEAM PRODUCTION .PUNT : . . . 1 . . . · ! §: 
§ 1 B10l wd and land riafrts ________ _: : I ~ : 
~.:_ 8 (311) Structures and improwements •• --: : _ . :
11 
~-=; 1, 9 (312) Boilet' plant equipment. _________ _. : . _ 
~ 10 (313) Ena"s. and enJ. driwen aenenotora ! : : §! 
~ 11 (314) T urbo-aeneramr units ________ _: ! : ~ : 
~ 12 (315) Accessory electric equipment__ __ : ! 1 § : 
: 6 • . I . I I 0 I I . • =: ~ 13 (31 ) M1sc. power pant equ1pment. ••• .1 -----·------------,---------------.--------------···•··--·-·-·-------•--------'-------.- :: 
8 ~ 14 Total steam production plant. ••• ••• ~ ---··----•---------!····---------..: ..... ..: ....... ___________ • -------.····-:....·---~ ··---------·--~--·-------- ~: 
~ 15 HYDRAULIC PRODUCTION PUNT.o 1 1 ~; 
I I - I : • ~ 16 (320) und and land riahts---~-----' • • §: 
§ 17 (321) Structures and improvements ___ _: } : ~: 
~ 18 (322) Reservoin. dama, Uldlwatarways ! : :. ~: 
. . I I I : • ~ 19 (323) Wtr whls. turb. ancl aenetaiiHL-.J 1 • ~ ·: 
~ 20 (324) Acl:essory electric equiprneirt..__! : ~ : 
~.21· • . . , . I I I I :: (325) M1sc. power plant equipment. ___ _. . 
1 
. . .. . . _. 1 : ~: 
~ 22 (326) Roads, niJ~S. ~ brid~----+---------------:----.~~- -0--:~---:------.;----~--:-----------------:--------------+- ~ i § 23 . Total hydraulic: production plant__;. _ _, _____________ ------------.---------------o·-------..--•-------------------.----------: ~ 24 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE : : . . . . . ~: 
§ 25 PRODUCTION PUNT ! - : ~: 
~ 26 (330) Unci ancllancl riafrts.-------= ~ g_ 
~ 71 (331) Stnadurw ancl impro--ms ..... J @ :_ 
~ 28 (332) Fuel holden. prod. and aa:esa'n. ! ~ ~ 
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PLANT INVESTMENT ACCOU~ELECTRIC. 
Show for all items of electric plant, cl888ifted in accordance with tho preooribed Uniform System of Aecounta, the porticularo called 
for by the column headings. Credlta In column (d) for plant retired during the year should be fully explained on page 104. Col. (e). 
"Adjustments made during ye!lr" should be interpreted to mean modlficatlona of entries made In prior accounting periods. When any ad-
justing entry Ia made in Col. (e); the credit to the account ahould be ahoviilln rod; in caae the amount Is tranaferred to aome other ac-
count in the same schedule, the debit amount should appear In the aame column in black. 
When the whole or any part of "Unfinished Construction" Is transferred to the Plant accounta, the amounta transferred ahould ap-
pear in Col. (e) in red and the amounta debited should appear In Col. (c) in black. 
· Addltlone DutlaJ Ll11e · 
No. · 
NA.YI! OP A_,ccouHT 
(a) 
Balance at B-.tanla.1 
ofY .. r. Year. 
Plant. fb;tJred Durln1 
Year. 
AdJu.tment. Ourin1 
Ynr. Balance at EDd ol,.Y..,., 
INTANGIBLE PROPERTY, 
Organization, 
Miscellaneous Intangible Investment, 
(b) 
' . . . . . . 
(e) 
$ • • .. 
(d) 
• • $ • • • • • 
(o) (Q 
• $ • • • • • • ' . • • . • . 2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Land, 
TANGIBLE PROPERTY, . . . .  . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
.34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
(a) Steam Power Plant Land, 
(b) Hydro Power Plant Land, 
. (c) Int. Comb. Power Plant .Land, 
(d) Transmission System Land, 
(e) Distribution System Land, 
(f) General Office Land, 
(g) Miscellaneous Land, 
Rights of Way, 
Structures, , 
(a) Steam Power Plant Struct., 
(b) Hydro Power Plant Struct., 
(c) Int. Comb. Power Plant Struct., 
(d) Transmission System ~truct., 
(e) Distribution System Struct., 
(I) General Office Structures, 
(g) Miscellaneous Structures, 
Boiler Plant Equipment, 
Prime Movers and Auxiliaries, 
Turbo Generator Units, 
Electric Plant'-Steam, 
Miscel. Power Plant Equipt.--8team, 
Fuel System- Int. Comb., 
Internal Combustion Engines, 
Auxiliaries- Int. Comb. 
Electric Plant- Int. Comb., 
Misc. Power Plant Equip.- Int. Comb., 
Reser'rs, Dams, Canals, & \Vsterways, 
Water Turbines and Water Wheels, 
Electric Plant- Hydro, 
Miscel. Power Plant Equlp.-Hydro, 
Transform. Sta. and Substa. Equip. 
·(a) Transmission Station Equip., 
(b) Distribution System Equip., 
Storage Batteries and Equipment, 
Poles, F'ixt's and Overhead Cond'rs., 
(a) Transmission Lines, •. 
(bj Distribution System Lines, 
(c) Poles for multi-purpose use, 
Totals Carried Forward, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . •· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
95 
204 
l.iur. 
7\11. 
:0.:UIIltH" .\ t·<·lll ' !l:"l' 
(II) 
Totnls Brought F'orward, 
Services, 
3 Underground Conduits, 
(a) Transmission, 
(b) Oistribut.ion Systpm Supflly, 
(c) Oistribution, 
(d) Street. Lighting, 
8 (e) Unoccupied or Uented, 
9 Underground Conductor~. 
I 0 (a) Transmission Lines, 
11 (b) Distribution System LinPs, 
12 Consumers' Meters , 
13 Consumers' "Meter Instnllnt.ion, 
14 Line Transformers, 
15 Transformer Instullat.ion, 
16 St.re-at Lighting Equipment, 
17 Consumers' Premises Equipment., 
18 UNIJ ISTRJBUTI;D EXPBNDITURF.S 
19 DURI NG CONSTIIUCTION. 
Eng. & Sup't.'ce during Const. 
Law Expend. during Construction, 
Interest during Construction, 
Accidents and Damages during Con . 
Taxes during Construction, 
Miscel. Expenditures during Con., 
Total Plant Investment, 
GENERAL EQUJr)U:NT. 
Office Equipment, 
Shop Equipment, 
Stores Equipment, 
Transportation Equipment, 
Laboratory Equipment, 
Miscellaneous Equipment, 
Total General Equipment, 
Total Plant and General Equip., 
llt•lnuo ·~t til· llt•Kinuiull 
'If Yo•ur. 
(h) 
.-\ololiti""-" I )uriuc l'luul lf<·llrt!ll I )uriua . \•lju ~ l uu·ul~ I lurittlt 
\'Nit. Y•·ur, Y<·ur . llnfnu,.r.nll-:11'1 11f Yr:1r. 
!ol ) 
'" 
$ $ $ 
-------- ------ -·---·--
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • * • • • • • • • ·• • • 
•. • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • 
. . . . . 
---·--····-··- ------·-·-- ·· -·----- ---·-·--·-1------·-
===~====·· ===·==d==c====i,==== . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
- ---- -·- ·--··----1-- ---
----- 1- -----· ---- -- -------
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
Unfinished Construction, ______________ _ - -- ----------I--------
Total Cost of All Propert.y, I' 
------· - ·--------·- ·----1----- 1- ----
Total Value of Property Devoted to Elect.ric Operations as Assessed by Local A ssessor•, lor rurrent year, S 
MISCili.I.ANt:OUS PHYSICAl, PROPERTY. ~;;;~~:;;:;;;,;,=k;====== 1 
Give particulars of all investments of t.he respondent. in physical property not devoted to utility operation. · 
fh:• ·n t i"TIOS ll!'fU T.oc: .\ Tifl!'f o•· ~ll tK:t: l .t.\IH:ol·,. l'nntw.u, r'tiiiN:ttrT I llro"k \"niue llr,·•·n nc E:t~:~n~ ~d Rcnnue 
llm.u .\T 1-:su m· Yt: ,n. ut 1-:wl uf Yl•n r . ftor tlu· Yrnr. f• ·r ll1r \' t"n t . for \'t'nr. 
---1------------':::•l:__ _ _____ _______ _ . --~-~~!_ (r) t,o l) (r) 
$ $ 
J.ine 
}\I), 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 TOTALS · 
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REQUIRED CHARGES ON ll!VESTMENT HAVING ESTll1ATED LIFE OF FORTY YEARS IF 
FINANCED SO% BY DEBT AT 3 1/2% AND SO% BY COMMON STOCK 
Average of Average · of Average of Average of 
First First Ten Second Ten Third Ten Fourth Ten 
Year Years Years Years Years 
Depreciai;.ed value of property 100!000 87.500 62.500 3725oo 1215oo 
Return,. 6% of.deprec;iated value 6,000 52'250 j 3,750 2·,250 ,7_50 
Interest on 50% of depreciated 
value @ 3.5% 1.750 1.531 .656 .394 .131 
Balance - return on stock 4.250 3.719 3.094 1.856 .619 
Fed. Inc. Tax 52/48 of return 
on stock 4.604 4.029 3.352 2.0ll Q671 
State Franchise Tax 4.92/52 of 
Fed. Inc. Tax .436 • .381 .317 .190 • 63 
Municipal Taxes - 60% of initial 
cost at $55 3 • .300 3.300 3 • .300 3~300 .3.300 
Optn. Mtse. replacements and 
insurance 1.5% 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500 
Depreciation 2.5% 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 
18.340 % 16.960 % 14.719 % llo 751 % 8.784 % 
Optn. Mtse. replacements 
InsurB.llce etc. 1.5 % 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Depreciation 2.5 % 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
Municipal taxes .3.3 % 3.30 ' .3 • .30 3.30 .3 • .30 
Federal -and State Taxes 5.0 % 4.41 ).67 2.20 o. 73 
Return on investment 6.0 5.25 3.75 2.25 0.75 
18.3 % 16.96 % 
14,72 ~75 8.78 
Average for first ten vears 16.s6 
twenty years 15. 4 % 
~years - 14.38 . % 
forty years 13.05 % 
tO 
....;) 
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SKETCH 
1 t:«m3 . of 11a'lerial. Store.s L~o'.2__er Price f~Jr ~ar.S 
II+tm Pe~erQJtion •. l}ua,t. Cod• 19S4 19SS . ..19S~ 19S7 .l'J$8 
· :I Low Vo/+Qqfllleo,l~f"h:f:::, r .( 
2 & ,. lllu·m. Lt~ll-1• .s ... Nod· I 
.:3 6~.sc•nf ~~Htdor- I .. 
' 
4 I :Z." Thr'-t Bolt g,.,,~. I 
· .S Lqqj 2 ~ L.. 0 M fo /COOL~~ lS"OO L. ToJOfit ~ I 
; Wir~ l.o':t Tos .. ;r 
a Co, •I ~~ -I on '1 'TO.Juit' 
9 Telpe I K'ol/ H ISOO 
/0 . 
II ·, 
12. 
13 
Tolo.l. S/-ore8 . Ht:llerla/ Co:Jf · 
. .l . ... J.S 7o Sforu Chetrge 
.: :. .io+al Pic,,-! . 11oh)rie~l CD.st 
. E.st.' L~hDr "'-,;,,.,$< C...11cn-.llr.s.p/u,3 aH,) 
· .. rofo/::, P/Qnt . Co.J.t . . .. 
Annt~o/(ar.rif, Cht~rge M.IS~ To f, .P(t~.,'/ Cc4t'. 
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SKETCH 
Items . of 11cderial Sfores Leo'9er Price for ~'-'r.s 
I+em Pe.scrip tion Qvawt. Code 19S4 /9S'S 19.56 19S7 l9.S8 1--
La rq e N u It . }/ cN f· &,~-~~0;,'; . I I 
.. 
2 6'1Uul"! /--.u"!:S oJ/JI' rnf I 
.:J ()pftco/ l(.s.t'I{G.£ 791<) I 
4 /2 ~ Tllrv! Bolt orEqui11 I 
J L 111 g.s 2. ·, 
l. · /.-. Q ntP • Uoo L. or-/DoooL I io .s.,; t-
7 Wtr(: 2o'+ ~s., i't" 
a (. 0>1 t1 l"C f orJ 2 r. ..Su o r 
9 T,rpl" I £oil H 1500 · 
/I) 
II 
1'2. 
13 
Tolo./ . Slore& Moleria/ Co.:st · 
_ _l • .. /.S 7o Sfore..s CharQe 
·-
io+al Plcnd. 11oferit:~l CD..st 
. E#.·l~bor flo'7r!ft?:Jo f-11~:11 1/r.s./Jit~_, aN,) 
. rofo/: , Plant C~t · 
A nnl.io/Carry. Chqr9e •IS~ Tot. P(•m'l Co~ 'I" 
100 
C'o M/UfnJI -Group m -lor" 3800 L. u .... ., 11f1rc.Ury .Va/lor Ltiwt P.s 
i'v "' .,jt IJOii•t~-1-Jtl/t if.fUt~m~nt Aitc 
.SKETCH 
. 
Jcem.s . of 11areria/ Sfore.s Led'}er Price {Dr ~c.~r.s 
~+em Pe~crjp fion Qua.,t. Cod~ 19S4 19SS . 
..19.S"' 19S7 19$8 1-
Head UJ i-t~ l3af/,,s"t"ft!':t;,., . I J 
.. 
2 6' A/~,.~,'1 · L~K1 !:.u.P/Jort I 
.3 Cre&centRef/ec..fol" I 
4 12 '' lhr-1.1 8olf .,,...£9~:11 I 
~ L~q.s· 2. 
~ La..., p Jsoo L er-7CDI) L I To Su'• t' 
7 /.IJ,',.-e 2o'! ~.s .. ; t-
a Co.,.,~<: +or-.s 2. To Su:'t 
9 T.:. pt;_ I Roll N-ISO.O 
/0 
IJ 
12. 
13 
ToiO.l. Slor~.& Hclerletl Co:Jf 
_ _.i. • • • • I.S~ S fo rt!...i '<C'ho rg e 
io+al Plcud . . 11ofarial Covf 
. E~t. · L~hor- t'-ir.,,.,~.'C ...t1cn 1/rs./:>lv.l aH,) 
rofol Plar1f Co.J.t 
A nnl.la/C'arry, Chttr?t! -IS'/o 70 'I· p;.,,.,u:.a61". 
~ 0 M/'1111 J1 
3.Soo -7ooo L1.1men lf.Y. Lamp 
111 i/i2 ~'#,Off /!o9Ui/OM~If'l' 
Item.$ . of /1el'leria/ Sfore.s Lef:l9er Pric~ 
II+tm PescriP l-ion Quo.,t. Code 19S4 19.$5" . .19S' F-
Heod wdh'{J~!/o,s'f <~!.,~"/::,, . I I 
2 6 1/iltt"f· J.uhf.S~ppod I 
.3 Oh-li(n/ 1/u,,h/, 79r1~r I 
4 /2. • Thrt-f /3o/f ~. ;.,, ( 
~ L4er s · 2. 
~ J..qWIJ:l JSOOl.,or?O()OL I TcSt.tit 
7 Wire zo':t ToSui f ·, 
a CoHYiec. ·lor-.s 2 -,; su:.,. 
9 Tel /c~ " I Roll N-JSOO 
/0 
1/ 
·' 
12. 
13 
Tala./ . Slores . . Holerlt:¥/ Co.:~f · 
. /.S 7o Sfor~.s Charge 
7o+al P/cm'/. 11olt)rit3/ Co..sf ·-· 
. E~t. ' Lt~.bor t;-,;,,~ C...11m-Hr.s.J,/u,3 aH,) I 
·. TofqJ:;, Pion t CD.J.t. 
A nnll~/(a(:(y, Chlfrge -.IS~ To f, .P(.,..,'I Cct-'1". 
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for ~c.1r.S 
19S7 .l9.S8 
· · Co"'"'"'11 · . 
-Group !llor JJo"o, ISIJtJO, •ntl 2.1ooo /..,,,.., ~t.v. · J.~t,p 
T!l ~t• t11 f. IJ1 ilitHJ -/)on ~,u,'J.m~~tt 
.SKETCH 
Jtem.s . of /1a-lerial Sfore.s Ledg_er Price 
II+em Pe.scr;p tion Qua.,t. Cod~ 19S4 19SS . .19.5~ r- f/ort~on1ol L(.lllt111ttt'r<· I . I 
2 Phofo Cor7-l·ro/ I 
.:3 Bal/e?J'/" I 
4 (i 1 f.i Al ,..,, l..tAm•St-t/>/'orf I 
~ Lam;b I ·To5'-lii {, I 2 '1 ThrLI• Bolf f,'::v I 
7 Laqs 2. 
a W/re R.:!r:'d To5ui t' 
9 CcYH?ec.ftJr.S ,cp R.e_rirl /o.Jc;, -f-
/0 /-::, P e I Roll }J;./s-Oo 
II 
JZ 
13 
Tolo.l Sror~.s He/erial Coo3f 
_...;. . .. I.S 7o Sfor~..s Charge 
·-
io-ta/ P/otd. 11ofsrial Co.st 
. E-s-1.' La.hD,. '6'-Trlfn:Jo C...l1r:n · 1/rs./Jiu_, aH/ 
· .. rafo/':. Pion t C.~t 
' 
llnmu)/Corry, Ch"r?~ -IS'?o To 'I• P/.,,"1 C.o~t'. 
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:! ' 
fer ~"r.S 
19S7 l9.S8 
STREET LIGHTING COST STUDY 
OPERATING COST AL;QCATION, 
For the purpose of allocating street light op~rating COft for 
use in the · Street Lighting Cost Study, certain assumptions have 
been made and certain approximations used .. 
First, it is assumed that the •Mass DPU account E-654 covers all 
coste of rela~ping, cleaning and replacing broken glassware. Second, 
luminairee have been placed in groups of similar lamp types and sizes 
.. vi th similar equipment 1 under the assumption that other things being 
equal, the same costs will apply to like equipment and lampe. Third, 
assuming that most experienced personnel will generally perform the 
\ 
same .work in practically the same wa:y in all localities an ·estimated 
. I 
differential labor cost schedule has been set up to show cost differ-
I 
ences be·tween different basic lamp and luminaire group types. 
The total money in the E-654 account is divided over the total 
number of lamps in the particular operating company according to a 
1 
· formula which takes into account the above assumptions. 
For convenience, the followang groups have been set up. 
I. 1000 lumen and 2590 lumen incandescent lamps, in open 
luminaires (crescent reflector). 
!I. 6000 and 10000 incandescent lamps in reflector refractor 
optical unit. · (G.E. 79R or West. AKlO). 
(! = n 
III. 3500 lumen lamps i n open luminaire (crescent reflector). 
\ 
IV. 3500 lumen and 7000 lumen M. v. lamps in reflector-refractor 
optical unit (G.E. 79RV). 
103 
v. 11,000, 15,000, and 21;000 lumen M.V. lamp in conventional horizontal 
luminaires vi th separate ballast and photo control. 
( 0 ,J:. Pom 400 or equivalent) • 
I 
Ot the above ti ve ' groups, . rl can be assumed to be tbe same u III, 
since both require climbing the pole tor replacement vhile ditteren• 
tial cleaning cost is small.. W11ih high mountiDg hei~t, , breakage 18 
negligable. 
I. Annual lamp material cost which is the cost per lamp as issued traa 
stores, . multiplied by the average annual number ot replacements. 
II . The base cost ot making a trip to the site (labor and transportation 
multiplied by the average annual number or replacements). 
III. The differential cost for labor in climbing the pole, opening and wiping 
the glassware over replacement vi th a lamp picker in an open lumiD&ire. · 
lfote: - All mercury vapor lamps JllUSt be installed by band. 
Let S • Total money in J:-654 account 
If • Total number ot ·lights in company service area 
m • number ot lamps in group I 
n • number ot lamps in group II 
p = number ot lamps in groups III It IV 
q • number of lamps in •group V 
Then m t n t p + q • If · 
And mv + nx + py t qz : S 
where w, x, y, It z are the respective annual operating 
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costs for each group, or pair of groups aboveo 
But operating coats w, x, y & z are each composed of three 
elements. 
1.) Respective annual lamp material costs 11, 12, 
13, & 14, which are assumed constant for all 
companies. 
2.) Differential labor costs n1 , D2 & D3 between group 
I and II, III & V respectively, (whicl';l- are assumed 
constant for all companieso ) 
3.) A variable base labor and transportation cost r 
common to all groups, varying from company to 
companY and from year to year. 
Then w • l1 + r 
x • 12 + n1 + r 
y • .13 + D2 + r 
z • 14 + n3 + r 
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And m(l1 + r) + n (12 + D1 + r) + p (13 + D2 + r) +q (14 • D3 +·r) • S 
Then m11 + mr + nl2 + nD1 + nr + pl3 + pD2 + pr • ql4 • qD 3 + qr • S. 
(m+n+p+q) r • s-(mll +nl2+nDl +plJ+pD2+ql4-t~ql?-)) 
S-(ml1•n12+nD1+pl3~pD2+ql4+qD3 ) 
r • -----------------------------
m+n+p+q 
Thus r is ·the base cost per lamp of making a trip to the site (labor 
and transportation , multiplied by the average number of annual replace- -
menta. 
And 11 12 13 14 are obtainable from stores records and lamp 
replacement schedules. (For ' group I & II 2 replacements per year- for 
group III & V with M.V. lamps l replacement per year). 
The differentials are arbitrarily taken as D1 • $.So, D2 • $.So, 
and D3 • $1.00 - admittedly estimated. 
Then individual lamp oper cost for group I • r + 11 
" " " " 
II • t + 12 + D! 
Ill II 
·" " III+IV • r + l3 + D2 
It II II 
" 
V . , r + 14 +. n3 
As a check the total number of lamps in each group multiplied 
b.Y the individual lamp cost for each group as ground ought to add up to 
the amount of money in the E-654 account. 
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CHAPTER I X 
Using the method here developed, street lighting costs -were 
·assembled for ten individual electric operating companies. · The results 
of' the calculations are shown on charts marked Multiple Chart and. Series 
Chart. Costs have been worked out for the several most commonly used 
sizes of' lamps for the two most popular light sources, namely, incan-
descent and mercury vapor. Because of' the fact that fluorescent street 
lighting is relatively new and because fluorescent had not, at the time 
these charts were prepared (1964), become widely used, no f'ii1Ures were 
. 
assembled for that light source. However, by this method, such fig• 
\"" \ 
ures can easily be calculated when and if' needed. 
The cost figures shown on the charts cover all four basic 
costs, that is demand, energy, utilization investment, and utilization 
operation. The different categories ·are easily identif.iable in the 
bar diagram. The ten operating companies are identified (but not 
named) by the small numbers at the top of' the burs, y_pmparison of' 
-< 
cost can be made easily between companies for the same lamp size, 
between lamp sizes of' the same source or another source, and between 
similar lamps on multiple and series supply systems. 
It is not intended that the results here found be used per 
~ as actual rates for street lighting. The chief' value of' these 
results lies in their use as a guide in rate making. For utility 
commissions have long recognized the principle that rates must some-
times be adjusted to avoid invidious comparisons between the r at e 
schedules of' neighboring comnnmities. It is always rconc.ei ve.ble t hat 
some particular part of' a metropolitan are.a may, purely by accident 
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of geography or other such circtunstance, be somewhat favored from a 
oost standpoint insofar as utility service is concerned. An extreme 
oase would be that of two gas companies, one o.perating in a oity built 
on sand and another in a city built on granite. Cost of pipe in the 
ground would vary widely. Since corporate lines and franchise areas 
are not always determined and set up with all conditions under the 
control of the enterprisers, some inequities tend to exist between 
different service areas. These differences tend to became adjusted by 
two forces. First, the spread of the holding company has brought more 
and more companies under larger management groups. Mergers and consol-
idations have produced larger operating uni~s covering larger areas. A 
second factor tending to equalize rates is the commissions' own policies 
which while not explicit yet appear to be bringing the rate structures 
for street lighting closer and closer together. In · this connection, 
calculation of these costs by this method, year after year, with plot-
ting of the results, can give trends for any particular lamp size and 
source. These trends can be most useful in forecasting the need for 
the . rate adjustments. 
A second value in the use of these results is that the costs 
as :found provide an excellent guide to promotion and sales polioy. With 
'~~se figures available, it is easy to calculate tho moot efficient com-
bination of lamp sizes both from the otandpoint of the customers' servwe 
problem (which of course is ultimately to get the most light for their 
dollar) and also from the company's revenue viewpoint. All of the fac-
tors, electricity cost, equipment cost, operating cost, etc . are immed-
iately available as a basis for a particular application problem. Use 
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of these results can assist in evaluating different operating practices. 
All in all the information provided is most valuable and useful to the· 
operating company. 
~he chief advantage of the present method over previous meth-
ods lies in the economy of effort and the ease with which the results 
can be obtained. In contrast, most of the previous approaches to the 
problem involved the erection of a pypothetical physical systam. The 
street lighting system (usually a series system) was diagrammed out on 
a plan. Then each physical element of plant was identified and in-
cluded i~ a detailed estimate. 1~ch of the utitities plant is dif-
ficult to analyze. Overhead wire, for example, occupies poles jointly 
with other services. Much of the plant investment charged to street 
lighting is an· allocated part of same equipment used for several classes 
of service. The problems of physical separation and segregation of 
plant units for allocation and appraisal by estimate are very involved 
indeed. Assumpti~ns must be made which are often very difficult to 
defend. For example, suppose 15 wires are carried on a pole and these 
wires are of four sizes. Further suppose that 6 of these wire~ supply 
a whole tovm, 4 supply a small section of a city, 3 supply a half city 
block and 2 supply a square mile with street lighting, haw should the 
cost of the pole be allocated? Should it be allocated by wire size, 
by value of the service rendered, or simply by the number of wires on 
the pole? This particular problem has been debated endlessly and there 
are mariy more of the same type of problem to be solved. 
The method proposed here avoids all such pitfalls by making 
use of a hypothetical system based upon the various elements of plant 
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as shown on the compaeyns books at original cost.. Actual physical dis-
position of the plant is not of the essence. That the regulatory 
bodies. have approved such plant as prudently invested is enough.. It 
then becomes a valid assumption that the cost of maintaining the invest-
men~ is a valid cost. It is only necessary to allocate that cost to 
the proper class of service, in this case street lighting. Using the 
for.ms and following' the directions on the forms a comparatively un- · 
skilled operator oan quic~ly reproduce the results on the oharta. On 
the contrary, to make a study by a physical appraisal needs the services 
of highly trained technical personnel. Moreover, each time the process 
is repeated all of the detail work must be repeated, since physical 
· plant often undergoes relatively rapid changes fram year to year. 
In the foregoing calculations certain assumptions are made 
which are basio to achieving one of the principal aims of the studyJ 
that is to reduce the labor of calculation. Use of gross plant a~ book 
value for obtaining electricity demand cost has already been explained. 
Omission of residual costs as a separate item has been men-
tioned. This enables comparison of actual operating costs without seri-
ous distortion due to variations in corporate structure and function, 
same of which may in process of revision as a result of mergers or other 
reorganizations. Such residual costs in any event will be but a few per 
cent of the whole and can be included in the carr.1i~g charge. 
' 
Omission of customer costs is mentioned above. Such costs with 
one customer per municipality are negligible. 
It may be objected that inclusion of investment which supplies 
certain large industrial customers located in the service area may intro- · 
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suoh loo.d. An llnSW@:t' to this objfJotion lies in tho fact thfit there will 
be at the same ti~te u l11r ~e ue;rnant or :ma.r11;1na.l customers vthioh Will re• 
quire a disproporbionately larrr,e share of investment. Since street light-
ing ia in the order of only two or three per cent of the area demand EUld 
since the lamps are situated _in an almost perfectly evenly distributed 
pattern in the company service area, it may be said that plant allocated 
to street lighting will be _a fairly representative srumple of diversified 
plant. A major assumption which is implicit in this method but which has 
not been stressed up to now is that all of the costs, as asse~bled in the 
. final fonn, cover typical modern luminaires mounted on existing line poles 
. and supplied with electricity from existing supply wires, either multiple 
secondaries or aeries wires. This is what is meant by e. so called hy- · 
pathetical overhead system where all luminaires are supplied from over-
; 
head wires. But certain of the actual street lights are not so supplied. 
Some are mounted on special metal poles, used exclusively to support the 
luminaire, and are supplied by way of underground conductors. The cost 
to furnish service 'tvii{h such installations can easily be found by adding 
\ 
J ' 
a fixed char [~ to the cost as found for the corresponding size of light 
in the hypothetical overhead system. This fixed charge to be added is 
in the nature of a carrying charge on the additional equipment needed, 
that is the special pole and the underground conduit and cable extending 
from the secondary wires to the pole. A method for deterr.lining this cost 
will be developed later . 
For both overhead a_nd underground supplied lights the same 
luminaire is used. The assumption used is that all luminaires are of a 
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' 
.new modern type. This is enti re ly consistent; with the principl8 that any 
new load should bo taken on at a price which vli l l cove r cost s includinr• 
'- ' 
investment costs. It is further cons istant with t he s t atement of the 
Corranission that "rates are made --- fo r t he future on t he bas i s o"f what 
vre know today"~·* Obviously, new utilization equipment either for new 
lights or modernization of existing lights will be purchased and i n-
stalled at today's prices. In contrast, the electric supply s ys t em wi ll 
represent an assembly of plant of varying ages, installed at va rious costs. 
Installation of one new light will involve 1007~ ut ilizati on cos t a t a new 
price level for that li rpt but vdll have an infinitesimal effect upon the 
supply system average price level. 
For the purpose of gaining ins i ght into the relative costs be-
tween companies, of comparing aeries wi th multipl e costs, and of com-
paring the relative cost of incandescent light sources wi t h mercury vapor 
' . 
light sources, certain values for carrying charge and for loss es we re 
assumed for all companies and for all equipment considered . It can be 
shown that 15% is a fair value of annual carrying charge for plant of 
the type considered when applied to gros s ,plqnt as i s her e done. 
The amount of 15~~ is taken fo r the carrying charge for several 
reasons. Before justification is made fo r t h i s char~e the nature of the 
charge itself as well as t he plant upon which it is assessed should be 
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seen. This information i s shown on Cho.tt--Shovring Capital Investment Charge, 
I n thi s chart a hypothetical installation of plant is con-
s i dered having a life of 40 years. The investment in this plant is 
as sumed to be financed wit h securities ·which, ·with a debt ratio of 50~·~, 
rng,ke the ag~re gate cost of capit al 6%. Applying all the usual and 
... 13 I P• 11 
cus t omary charges for depreciation, taxes, maintenance, eto., a set of 
total financial carrying charges are obtained for different points 
during the life of the plant. It will be noticed that the figure for 
the carrying charges averaged over 10, 20, 30, and 40 year periods 
ranges between 16. 96~1a and 13.05% - not at all a wide variation. ~Thile 
no figures are immediately available for the average age of general 
utility plant, it has long been a rule of thumb to say that electric 
plant doubles every tan or twelve years. Even a rough oaloulation 
will show that the average_ age of plant must lie somewhere in the 
middle of thQ second decade, somewhat less than 15 years. Hence, with 
· new units of plant being continually added and old units being retired 
the average age of all plant in use should be som~1hero between 10 and 
15 years. Referring to . the chart, it is seen that a carrying charge 
of around 1~~ is appropriate for plant or this age. If the average 
age of plant is assumed at 15 years, the depreciation reserve ougnt 
to show around 37% for constant prices and straight line depreciation. 
If the average age were 10 years, the figure would be 25%. Actually, 
depreciation charges are not always charged on such a simple s.traight 
foniard manner, and price levels have been far from constant. Actual 
depreciation reserves for the ten companies range between 19 and 33 
per cent and center around 25~'· Corranissions have been most reluctant · 
to infringe upon utility management in the internal affairs of a util-
ity company. Since depreciation has a wide bearing on t axes, profits 
and other matters internal to the company, management is allowed con-
siderable discretion in this area. The end result is reviewed by the 
commissions as a oheok upo~ reasonableness. Under these circumstances, 
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it will be sufficient to use a percentage for carrying charge which will 
iri the long run be reasonable. Comparing in one case net plant, (with 
. 
a 25% depreciation reserve assumed) with a carrYing charge of 16~; and 
in another case gross plant with a carrying charge of 151o, shows that the 
15% is an overcharge of around 2~/o. Since this applies to the demand 
charge only in finding the electricity cost, it rumounts to only .about 
~ on the total cost of the smallest size lamps and around 11o on the 
larg~st size lamps. This involves a maximum error of around 3 to 6% in 
the costs as found and the error is on the high side. This should be 
just about the proper amount to be added'for the residual costs. So in 
. st;~h a computo.tion as thi~ where so many variables are not accurately 
. defined, the 15~1a figure on gross plant seems reasonable. 
A compelling reason for using the same percentage for all com-
panies and for all items is to get a basis for relative cost comparisonso 
The loss figure to be added to the demand charge on sheets 1M 
and lS is also taken at 15%. This figure covers ~~o types of loss costs 
which may be called incremental demand loss cost and incremental energy 
loss costs. 
For a load which is on peak <as is street lighting), the demand 
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charge for losses is directly allocaple on a per kilowatt basis. It appears 
as an increment o'b,arge on purchased power demand, as an increment carrying 
charge on excea.s ::; pl.an'b \': anckJ.e.qulhpment required to supply the loss demand, 
or as a combination of both. 
The energy component of loss charge is not, h~vever, directly 
allocable on any simple basis. It will depend to a large extent on the 
shape of the load curve and upon how much of the particular load is in 
ase during the off-peak period (during the night). Since street light-
ing is operating for a very large part of the time off-peak, the energy 
component of loss charge will be relatively small. This is due to the 
fact that electricity losses in the conductors vary as the square of the 
load demand. Accordingly, since calculations can be considerably sim-
plified, without serious error, by omitting the energy loss charge, it 
is not shown as such. The demand loss charge is chosen of sufficient 
mag~ititude to include the relatively smaller energy loss charge. Ex-
pressed as a percentage of the demand charge, it is estimated from un-
accounted-for kilowatt hours shown in the companies' reports. 
Examination of the results (in the Multiple Chart especially) 
· will disclose differences in costs as found in the different companies. 
These differ ences are explained by geographical variations (discussed 
in explaining the carrying charge above). For example, companies 55, 
82, 80 and 41 cover a relatively large rural area with not much large 
urban area, where high cost underground facilities are usually present. 
Consequently, then costs are relatively low. On ~he other hand companies 
58, 43, 44 and 49 have a large urban area within each. Their costs are 
relatively higher. Company 6~ has a large seasonal load which raises its 
) 
costs. Company 45 has a large urban area with much underground .plant, but 
it has also a large rural area. 
It is interesting to compare the electricity charge for companies 
45 to 49. The former purchases most of its requirements, hence the demand 
cost is low and the enetgy cost higher. Company 49 produces most of its 
own power; hence the demand cost is high and the energy charge low. The 
total cost for electricity is nearly the same for both companies. Data 
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~n the Series Chart reflect variations in the existi~g series system in~ 
vestment as well as the general system costs. 
It will be seen that for the same lumen rating that tne cost 
of mercury vapor lighting is less per lumen than is incandescent. Exam-
ination of the proportion of costs in the total for the ·various lamp 
sizes will disclose that for the small lamp sizes a very much greater 
proportion of the cost is for utilization investment and operation. 
This means that the small size lamps are relatively inefficient in terms 
of lumens per annual dollar. This can be checked directly from the total 
cost and the lumen output. Yet nearly 8.0% of the total lamps on a typ-
. ical company's system will be these small lamps. Obviously, a large 
promotional program is needed to raise the level of illumination and 
improve overall efficiency of the street lighting phase of the utility . 
industry. 
It should be obvious that in an allocation study such as this 
that there are limits to the absolute accuracy . that can be reached. All 
data available represents (as all accounting figures do) the collective . 
Judgment of those personnel whose duty it is to collect and assemble 
accounting data. Use of such data must presuppose that the end result 
of such use will be reasonable and that no absolute measure of accuracy 
may exist. 
Prom a relative viewpoint, however, the me~hod here set forth 
. ' 
should prove to be highly accurate in comparing one set of cost data with 
another.. Since all computations are made on exactly the same manner, 
using the same operations and the same percentage figures, the only 
variations to show should be those dependent upon internal differ~nces 
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in the companies' plant and operations. 
Finally', no rate schedules are included for comparison. This 
method and the results should be used as a guide in seeking new rate 
information, not necessarily as a basis of criticism of existing rate 
schedules. Existing rates may or may not be suited to present day costs 
either because of the fact that they were established at some remote 
period and not since changed or because some unrealistic situation ex-
isted which made it expedient to .set the rates at some arbitrary level. 
The interested reader can make such comparisons for himself. The method 
1$ an effective "tool. ' 
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